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VOLUME. XV.

AUBURN, MAINE, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1892.

INHARMONIOUS WORK.

~

NUMBER 18
Every year is a great year for the
Wikes family, but 1892 has been by a long
odds the greatest.

The show- in Madison Square Garden
was brought to a close Saturday night, and
Mares by horses with fast records are
it will long be remembered as a brillianl
more likely to throw gspeed when bred to
social and financial success.
The horsei
stallions with fast records than any other
were glad to be released from confinement
class of dams.
and the exhibitors parted with the fee ling
Alannah, the Guy Wilkes pacer who
that it is good to get together each No
recently reduced her record to 2.11%, has
vember in the imperial city of New York.
for her dam the trotter Mollie Drew 2.27,
As a matter of course there were many dis
by the Maine bred horse Winthrop, son of
appointments over the awards because
Old Drew.
there were not prizes enough to go Tound,
but there will be no long brooding ovei
A Pacer must be able to put in three
these. The exhibitor who has much to de
heats in 2 09 or better and a trotter in 2.12
With shows makes up his mind In advance
or better in order to win tho money at the
to be philosophical He knows the weakbig meetings theee days.
ness of human opinions and has seen one
Red Wilkes now has eighty-seven stan
aet of judges reverse the decision of an
dard performers, which leads all the living
other set. The eleme. t of luck is 6trorg
sires, and Nutwood has eighty-five, which
and the hope is always with hin
places him a dangerously close second.
that the wind will blow his way
If strong and weak colts run together
next time. There is one thing that the
and are all fed in open boxes or troughs
management of the Horse Show should do
the weaker ones will get very little of their
and that is to make the conditions of eacl
share of the grain and the stronger more
class more plain and to print them in tin
than they need.
catalogue for the information and guidance
of the public. Thia will relieve the judge?
Dictator 113 is the sire of three great
of embarrassment and it msy give us some
brood mares that got into the list this year,
uniformity. One ruling will not clash witl
viz., Nancy Lee, dam of Nancy Hanks
another and thus confound the intelligent
204, and Dictator Wilkes, sire of one percritic. Take for example the trotting stal
fomer; Consolation, dam of Clarion (4),
lion classes. On Wednesday the contes
2 25%, and Utility, 2.22%; Victoria, dam
tants for the champion yrize were Mamof Victoria McGregor, 2.19%, and Victoria
brino King, Quartermaster, and Haldane.
Wilkes 2.19%.
For years Mambrino King has been recog
We used, before the days of kite tracks
nized as the greatest show horse in th
and bike sulkies, to love to sit in the grand
country, and later, his fame as a sire of
stand and watch a good, honest race from
race horses has gone over the states. Such
2.25 back to 2.30, and talk about what good
trotters as Prince Regent, Mocking Bird
horses it took to last out the seven heats
Henrietta, Nettie King, Heir at Law and
Now we want something Letter than 2.15
NjchtingRle,made the fact clear to the pub
or a broken record or we do not enthuse
lie mind that the “dude” stallion stamped
worth a cent. That is what the inventions
his sous and daughters with the speed and
of three years have made of the average
resolution which rendered them well nigh
admirer of trotting horses.
invincible on circuit tracks, and as these
are qualities for which the practical man is
Feed your colts liberally. If they come
always willing to pay, the chestnut
from the pasture, poor, just give them ex
grew in value with advancing years. N.ghrtra feed, barley, meal, cracked oats and
ingale is not only the fastest trotter ever
even corn, with occasionally a feed of po
bred in the state of New York, but she is
tatoes and carrots They need exercise
the fastest two mile trotter in the world.
and light, clean, well-ventilated and warm
The judges placed Quartermaster above
stalls. They need to be kept clean, and
Mambrino King because, as we understand,
the first thing you should be certain about
the latter at Dine years old had contributed
is that they are not affected with lice or
more to theU.biPzt tuan the
of Man>
worms.
brino Patchen, nad done at the same age.
Simsions added a new 2.30 performer to
They threw great emphasis on early speed
his list last week in the three-year-old colt
producing capacity regardless of opportu
Adino, th^t made a record of 2.30 at
nity. Mambrino King, before he wa^
Sedalia, Mo. This gives Simmons twentytransferred from Kentucky to Village Farm
nine 2.30 performers, and all trotters but
was not managed with an eye to colt rec
one. On the same day a two-year-old
ords. This is known] to all who are famil
by his son, Senator Updegraff, Reita U.,
iar with trotting horse history.
made a record of 2.25%. A noteworthy
The decision of the judges, therefore
fact is that eleven of Simmons’ perform
meant that beauty of form and stylish ac
ers acquired 2.30 records at three years
tion should not be placed above 2.30 speed
old.
transmittin capacity. It also meant that
that caughc the eye of the public as Mambrino
-old in
A bay colt foaled in 1891, by Dictator
ibrino
Wilton 2 18%, is the sire of 16 in 2.30
30
One of these trotted as a two-year-old
in
There is a good deal too much hero*
fast race records should not outweigh 2’ 30
mother Chief 2.21%; dam by Nelson, 2.10; 2nd
30 King caught it iu his younger dajs, but
ut hi* and three in the 2.20 list, and it was only1 aa public at Lexington in 2.15%, and another
cup records. The chief point of merit was
•g.
dam (dam of Crete 2.30%) ; 3rd dam by worship of certain trainers and drivers,
wa9 herd did not make the best showing. Two snort time ago that some people were pre,
trotted to a three-year-old race record
of Toronto Chief, is offered for sale in our who are not actually so far superior to
the largest number of records in the of the members of it bitched in going dieting that he would be a failure in the
rd of
he
shortest span of life.
ActiDg upon the around the ri g. His representatives were stud.
2.16%. The critics on Friday were struck
struck advertising columns this week. He is a their fellows. The man whose constant
hint conveyed by this decision, Mr. Hamlin
1^n Quartermain, 2 27% Quarterstretch,2 28%,
28%,
arter- good one and the pri'e is low, and worth thought and patient hand brings a horse
Bn dumb with amazement when QuarterThirty-two new box stalls have been
on Thursday sent Chimes into the ring with
rith Frisco, 2.27%, and Nyauza, 2.80. Quarjvious
the attention of any one in want of such a out and proves that the animal is a race
dg
master,
who
was
beaten
on
the
previous
C^uar- built at Allen Farm. There are four yards a
horse and a winner in his class accom
no thought of individual display, but sim termaster haw eight in the list, five
(je day by Chimes, was placed first, withh Al- colt.
of with southern exposure which catch the
re of
plishes a harder task than a Doble or a
ply to stand upon his reputation as an early
tfly which are cup records. Only one1 has warmth ot the sun, and eight boxes open
_n 0cantara second, and the son of Electioneer
oneer
g j Franklin of North Attleboro
•ire of speed.
Splan, who guides him to record-breaking
beaten 2.20. At eight years old Chimes
d_ and
isplay has bought of W. L. Jones, Strong, Me.,
limes upon each of these yards.
This stable adft' Beautiful Bells third. Stj lish display
feats against time or inferior competitors.
The class was for stallions kept for ser
er- has seven in 2.30 and three hare beaten
m
was
at
a
discount
on
Thursday
and
proeaten chtion makes the appointments of the farm w
pro" a two-year-old chestnut gelding by Allecvice, and the competitors were Lavelard.
rd. 2.20.
At Stockton recently W. Wood, the
co i plete. The weanlings are now taking ducing capacity was ignored on Friday
iy ^for
or tua; dam by Black Hawk Prince; second
Kiug Darlington, Alcryene, Lord Warren,
en,
their work on the miniature track in the display. The utter want of harmony in
in (the dam of Ben Lambert, pacer 2.27) by pacer, went againts his record of 2.07, and
Quartermaster, Barrmore, Nutcoast, MahQ. these decisions shows how badly revision
big glass roofed b rn, and they seem to envision young Hogarth, sire of the dam of Ano- would have beaten the world’s mark of
lon, Albert H. and Haldane.
of some kindjis needed. Although Chimes
joy it. It is nbtural for them to trot.
himes 3yne> 2.25.
Black Hawk Prince was by 2.04 but for a bad break in the last eighth.
much Biack chief, son of Brown Harry; dam, His quarters were made in .31, 30%, and
The latter was admirably shown by his
18 of
of Ph1 or to Lv 92 there were 52 trotters in drand Alcantara can each earn twice as much
Daughters of Almont produced 18
owner, Mr. George L. Clark, and his
the Nelly, by Ross Colt, sire of Anodyne, .32. He went to the half in 1.01%, and to
.the very fast 2.15 list, and there have beend in
ln the stud as their successful rival,’ the
this year’s new 2.30 performers.
I
National
Horse Show award of Friday
•riday 2 25
the three-quarters in 133%. He was not
trappy way of going caught the eyes and
o
71
additions
in
1892,
with
one
doubtful,
aL
Nutwood, 2 18%, now has 85 in the 22.<>O
2.30
(g ni
means, if it means anythirg, that the hard
won the applause of the non-critical.
tired when he broke, but went up when
Pet
Davis.
The
next
season
will,
doubtless
allars
Robert Bonner is evidently deterfellows who pay out good dollars
Chimes simply slouched around the ring, list and 22 in the 2.20 list,
Walter Maben, who was behind the runner,
add over 100 to the ranks of the front oneJ,( {headed
1€
,
mined
that
Maud
S.
shall
lose
no
time
in
he
W. Wood 2.07, 'he wonderful four-y^«r- and in this respect, rather than in the lotf- in° service fees are on the wrong track.
rack. ,
. „
.
basing his claim to distinction upon the
jailed to l^river Lafferty that the pacer wai
» as
her PrePftratlon *or trotting next season. seating the record.
ht old pacer, is thought to be the coming ering of the record of the fastest individualI Trying
to
make
water
'run
up
hill
is
as
fact that he had sired more speed at eight
1
,
He has given out a contract for a covered
a task as trying to overthrowv by
he pacer.
years old than any othef stallion in the
trotter, will progress be shown, as I takee hopeless
ho
The record of this season shows Sim
track
five hundred feet long with a large
mon8 ,.
,
, „
list. The judges, following the decision
on
The new yearlings to enter the 2.30 list it. ft will not be so much the advance ofj. hasty and inharmonious work the opinions
itical
eack en^ ^or training purposes. nons, 2.28, to be the greatest sire of trotf
which
have
been
deeply
rooted
by
critical
of Wednesday to a logical conclusion, dei
ie- are Belle Acton, 2.21%, Leone, 2.28%,
'3%, Lhe extreme outposts, as a general one of
rcui(. Maud is perfectly sound and her legs are ers at his age—thirteen—that ever lived*
observations
of successful efforts on circuit
throned the champion of that day and
ad ]Nellie A. 2 29%, Sweet Rose, 2.30 and me whole army.
01
le has four to his credit in 2.13% «nd bet’ , as
tracks
under
a
summer
sun
and
in
clouds
1 clean as ever. Her training will be
trs
ouds
placed Chimes first and Quartermaster
;
er Mill Lady 2.30.
er, whose average record is 2.12%; and
C, P. Drake of Lewiston has two fillies8 of friction and dust.
Iges
etched
with
the
greatest
interest
and
her
The judges,
second.
On Friday, in class 4. for stal
Mr Bonner has built a covered trr ck taking
i
their lessons on the miniature track
Carll 1reaPPearance on the turf will be a memor- fcach of them great race horses. The re£ Messrs. De- n Sage, C.D. Moss and Carll
lions to be shown with four of his get. Al- 500 feet long at Tarrytown, and Maud 8. i
luctlon of their records this year promisee
1 S. at the Colt Farm. They are weanlings by S. Bdrr, Jr.,have explained to us that ., . able
event.
their £
cantara, Chimes and Qmrtermaster met, at d Sunol will be j igged on it all winter, j
greater future for Simmons. Greenleaf
iter, Bayard Wilkes, both bays,one out of Jiatie .
Stallion fees in all parts Of the country
de<
J decisions
were based to some extent upon
and the judges took more than an hour to
t0 flas well as the younscers.
rom 2 22% to 2.10%; New York Centra
Boone 2.32%, by Daniel Boone, and .
ative were cut from one-third to one-halt last
J
ins
instructions
received from the Executive
render a decision. There was abundant
Finale, the othei out of Glenora by
If you have any doub* about a colt be- named
i
ions, season,
and this season the announcement rom 2.17% to 2.13%; Coralloid front
Committee. They state that the cond tions,
s
time for critical analysis and deliberation. .
Ilion Glenar
; second dam Katie Boone. Both
19% to 2.13%; Simmocolon from 2 19 to
ing well enoug i bred to keep for a stallion
(
jrent of
as laid down by the committe, were different
c great reductions are being made. ‘
nThe wise heads thought that t^e real conubt, sare working well.
do not give him the benefit of the doubt,
that made a four-year-old record
in different classes, and that they,there fore,
fore.. Broomal,
1
test wa< between Alcantara and Chimes.
8.
but geld him. There will certainly7 be
To the owner of a famous stallion vic- car
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian died March
cannot justly be held responsible for
or a cof 2 17% this season and that is by Stranger
The latter was followed by JPrincess Royal
of stallions without him.
t
tory
is worth more than the money that it' 8ee
(2), 2 20; Curfew (3), 2.28%; Blue plenty
F
seeming lack of consistency. This being
(
>eing (eon
T Gen. Washington and Goldsmith ! 7, 1876, having made 24 seasons in the
hter brings,
and defeat costs more than a race' the case, it is the imperative duty of thr*
l0
Nelly Mason, 2 14, the great daughter
t
2.14), dam a sister to Opal, 2.23, by i tud, during whic^ a total of 1,931 marei
the Maid
A
Bell (3), out of Goldie, by Mambrino
a88
c possibly be sold for, though some un- association
at is Jay
to give the best thought that
J Gould, is advertised to stand at $50, ’ rere bred to him, an average of a little
King, and Dorinda (2), out of Doris, by of
0 Onward, that defeated Constantine and can
drivers may not appreciate the aVa
wood ones at Nashville, is now at scrupulous
s
irize the
available to conditions before another prize
t same figure at which his services were < ver 80 » year,from which there a^e known
Mambrino King. The judges had previous3 other
0
It is therefore natural that shrewd j|
8t is placed before the public. The held
Elahorn Farm to be bred to that fact.
f
ly passed upon all, awarding them threee South
®
la st year when he had no record. Mo- 1 o have been 1,836 foals. In his 15th year
list
h
1%. owners
of great trotting stallions should awards should carry weight throughout the Gregor
son of Electioneer, Norval, 2.14%.
o
Wilkes 2.21 as a four-year-old, 1 17 were bred to him, producing 150 foals
G
blues, and one yellow, and the test conse- speedy
8j—
_ give
them into the bancs only ot driver® of cou
A man from Petamula came to Ariel
8
country,but this they will not do under the owned
o
in the same stud, has had his f ?e requentlv^ was regard* d as a strong one.>. ■ Mother (to her old maid daughter)
ling unquestioned
reputation.
Julia, what do you mean by using
u
haphazard system which now prevails We duced
d
to $75, just one-half the figures 1 (athrop and wanted to sell him a fine lookAlcantara, generally recognized as a le d-. Why,
V
It is to be hoped that when the Board of are keenly al.ve to the merits of Quarterrter- a8ked
a year ago. Another notable reduc- i lg Nutwood mare. Mr. Lathrop asked if
a
ing sire of the country, whose yearly earn-- the
tl family Bible in that way? You are
ont figures in the family record
ord pReview of the National Trotting Asaocia- master,
mai
tory tion
is that made by the Jewett farm in the t ie mare was registered. The man’s re
but we are not blind to 'he story
ti
ing capacity runs way up in the thousands,i, scratching
s<
inserting others. “It is a rtcord1 of tion
ti
meets in New York, Dee. 6, sometinng which
whi the auction block will tell whenever
sver in
ir the fees of Patchen Wilkes, 2 2 9%, that [ ly staggered him : “No sir, I don’t beand who has 51 in the 2.30 list, was lol-. and
hi
ell, will
te is fairly made. A well bred Chimes
w be done to settle the uncertainly which a test
mes has
h had five of his get enter the list this 1 eve in this reg stration business. It does
lowed by Georgeie II. (4), 2.19%, Mahlonn my
m birth, isn’t it?” “Yes, it is,” “Well,
exists regarding the gudt or innocence of or a8 well bred Alcantara, if a good individWhen Mr
e:
vid- year,
y
one of them a three-year-old pacer n ot amount to anything.”
(4), 2.22%, turio (2), 2.25, and Merii-- I’m lowering ihe record.”
.fed U. 8. S le, the expelled owner of the horse ual,
ual, will outsell a well bred Q lartermaster.
iter with
a record of 2.15%, another a three- I athr ’p told him that he would give one
w
Vale, a yearling. The stallion, who is 165
A Skowhegan herseman prophseied
k8 Temple
Bar. The association can hardly Oil
nrd more for the mare than he was asking
Criticism was not confined to one division
sion year-old
y<
pacer with a record of 2 18%, and
years old, looked vigorous, but there was8 a*t
a
year that in 1892 Nancy Ha ks
f
to much longer make itself a target of the
t show. It was <iven free rein in all a four-year-old trotter with a record of i she was registered the man from Peta
no display of dudish < irs. He was content1 would
w,
trot in 2.09 or better and that Sta, nn . afford
al
oth< divisions, and the judges had much
2.
to rest bis claims for prefere ce upon his’ boul would beat the sta lion r«Co dd lor the criticism that has been aimed a it other
uch 2.17.
The fee of Patchen Wilkes has 1 tma changed his mind about registration
7-11 during the p ist few months. If the evi- thankless
thai
work in the stud and t was plain to every1 F
y >r 1893 he predicts t! at Moquette will
work to do. The show grows
bi
ows been
reduced from $300 to $200, while a id forthwith attended to it, and when h»
ing dent
bett from year to year, and one reason
one that he wTas in vigorous health. A j,break
r
ct of the well known stallion sire Jerome p •oduced the certificates Mr. Lathrop pu
ison chat
th stallion record, if trained, barring
d* of Sale’s guilt is in the possession of better
ac- the association it Bhould be made public why't
why does so is that the management
youngster of one-tenth his value could' accident,
ac
E
lent Eddy,
five of whose get have entered c iased the mare. She is one of the fine®
that W. Wood will break the pacR’gis
have been trained to make a more showy in
and if it has no such evidence, then the keeps
kee; wide awake. It is constantly trying
tfa list this year, has been cut in two, .* 1< ok ng individuals in the state.
dng the
ing record and that Martha Wi kes will be
be ai
exhibition in the ring. Quartermaster,' the queen, and Greenleaf the champion
on man
r
the weak places in it fences,
th hor«e now standing at $100.—Breed- ti ation pays, after all.—Breeder $ Sports j
ces. that
111 should be gtVen a chance to prove his to repair
Turf, Field and Farm.
er
innocence.
' Tui
yrho is a well bred and finely formed horse, ggelding.
e
crF Gazetie%
n an.
111

JACK SHEPPARD 2.I4J, by Anderson Wilkes 2.221, dam by Mambrino Pilot.

TRACK AND STABLE.

Current Comments
This Is Dreadful!

If the public school teachers of Buf
falo and Cincinnati do not get after Dr.
J. M. Rice with a sharp stick for his
paper in The Forum about them, it will
be simply and ccily because corporal
punishment has been abolished. The
doctor tells us, however, that it still
reigns supreme in Cincinnati, so he may
well tremble for the consequences of his
great literary effort.
He says the public schools in Buf
falo and Cincinnati still belong to the
mechanical order of schools. Buffalo
is given over to the corrupt sway of
politics in the schools. The board there
consists of seven members of the com
mon council. The annual reports of
public instruction in both cities con
tain high down gratulations on the ex
cellence of the teaching. Buffalo has of
course a school superintendent rather
more metaphysical in his mind than he
of the Pork City is, and therefore we are
not surprised to find the Buffalo man
talking of the “universally accepted psy
chological law that the concrete should
precede the abstract.” How the psycho
logical law of the concrete works in Buf
falo we learn from a spelling lesson Dr.
Rice heard there. After a spelling con
cert the teacher said:

SOP NG WATER OR MILK

E P P S’S
COCOA

__________
In the Opinion of Representative Hol*

Send la Geo. Doherty & Bra.

man, Who Declares That Under

20 & 22 BEACH ST., BOSTON, FOR

Can Well Afford to Modify the McKin

FRAHK G. TULLID&E & CO.’S

ley Act—Wishes of the People.

CELEBRATED DISTILLATION OF

Pop Corn!
We handle the only original bottling.
F. G. T. burnt in cork. We deliver
from Boston store, or ship direct from
Cincinnati, in cases or in bulk.

Why Suffer One Moment
From torturing and disfiguring skin diseases,
when a single application of tho Cuticura Rem
edies will, in the great majority of cases, afford
instant relief in the most agonizing of itching,
burning, scaly, crusted, pimply, and blotchy skin,
scalp and blood diseases, with loss of hair, and
point to a speedy, permanent, and economical cure.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c.; Soap,
25c.; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the Pottstb
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
Zfzl’ “ How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64 pages, 50
illustrations, and testimonials, mailed free.

01 DV’Q
Un DI V

Skin and Scalp purified and beautified ;
by Cuticura Soap. Absolutely pure.

Census figuring shows that the whole
textile industry of the United States in
creased 38.51 per cent, from 1880 to 1890,
while the population of the country has
increased a little more than 16 per cent.
Does this mean that people wear out
more clothes than they did previous to
1880 or that the clothes do not wear »o
well? Or if neither of these, then, do
we make more cloth at home and import
less than we did ten years ago?
There is the same old trouble this year
about government clerks going home
from Washington to vote. In some of
the states special laws have been made
permitting them to retain their citizen
ship in those states. In other states there
is no law, and their vote is always chal
lenged by the party that happens to be
in the opposition. The states really
ought to have some uniform practice in
this matter.

On the whole, 1892 will take its place
in history as the rotten egg presidential
campaign year.

BREEDERS,

OWNERS AND
ADMIRERS
>--------- -OF----------

GOOD HORSES
EVERYWHERE READ THE

TURF,
FARM
HOME
-------- AND---------

THE ONLY PAPER

Acknowledged an Authority ia
Maine ia Matters Pertain
ing to Ilia Horse,
flBHHHDB

Subscription Price, $1.50 per Year.
J. W. THOMPSON,
Editor,

New York, Nov. 29.<—A Washington
special to The Herald says: There is be
lieved to be a fair prospect that even with
a Republican senate and a Republican
president, some modification in the MeKinley bill will be secured at the coming’
session. Representative Holman said1
that he had faith that something mightb
be accomplished during the coming ses
sion. He is particularly anxious to see ai
free wool measure passed, and as the9
house has already passed one, he hopes toj
see the senate give the people what theyr
demand in this respect.
Judge Holman wag asked if he did not'
think it would be a stultification of the3
senate and the president to modify the5
McKinley act.
“Under the circumstances they could
well afford to do so,” he replied. “There!
has been such an emphatic declaration of
the wishes of the people that any further
effort to maintain a high tariff act would
be blindness and fool hardiness. The
issues of the campaign were so simplej
that the people were not confused. The)
battle was fought on the tariff and the!
force bill. The tariff, of course, was the
main question, and the uprising of the1
people cannot be misunderstood. I am
not without hope that under President
Harrison the people will be afforded some
relief from tariff taxation.”
Judge Holman has not committed himself to the exfcra session plan, and probably will not do so. He has faith that the1
cause of tariff reform will make rapid
strides from this time on. He said that
f>ossibly after a conference with his coleagues of the appropriations committee
he might be able to declare himself for or
against the extra session. The conference will be for devising a way to relieve
the treasury.
________

A

Springfield, Mass.

o27-Sw

.
win De pusneu ar. once ana, it is under{
stood,
proceedings will be begun to smash
| coal combine.
the
United States Attorney Allen has still
nearly
two years of service in his office uni
less
he is removed before his term expires
1
and
intends to take advantage of the time
•
left
to him in advancing these measures
J
of reform which were introduced by the
recent congress when it passed the Sher]
man
act. Mr. Allen has been endeavorjing for some time to get an opportunity
tto have the cash register cases argued, as
}he realizes that there can be no successful
j
prosecution
of the numerous “trusts”
Tuntil the validity of the Sherman act is
€established.
GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER.

1Murderer

Adams Retracts His Plea of
Not Guilty—Story of His Crime.

For Constipation

A Female Horse Thief.

DENVER, Nov. 29.—John McLeod and
Sam Pollock of Sierra county, N. M., gave
chase Saturday to horse thiefs, who, when
overtaken, opened fire, McLeod and
Pollock returned the fire, killing one of
the thieves and wounding another. The
third proved to be a woman known as
“Kid.” She is 26 years old. Her name is
Alice Parker and she comes from Texas.
She was dressed in male attire and car
ried a huge six-shooter.

Ayer’s Pills
For Dyspepsia

Ayer’s Pills

For Biliousness

Ayer’s Pills
For Sick Headache

Ayer’s Pills

Egan Starts for Chili.

There is only one pure salt
and that is

'"Worcester
Salt

CHICAGO, Nov. 29.—Hon. Patrick Egan
has left for Washington, being enter
tained by H. N. Higgipbotham, president
of the World’s Fair directory. From
Washington Mr. Egan will proceed to
Chili to further adjust the claims made
by American citizens, some of which ex
tend back to 1815.

For Liver Complaint

TO~SMASH COMBINES.

For Loss of Appetite

Case Brought to Tost the Constitution
ality of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law.

Boston, Nov. 29. —The coal combine may
be attacked in the United States courts in
this district. District Attorney Allen has
received assurances from Judge Pitman
of the United States circuit court that he
will set down for a hearing some day next
GENTS WANTED—To sell our new port
This statement is easily week the case of the United States against
folio of American Photographs illusrrat
ing the progress of Our Country from Colum the officials of the National Cash Regis
bus to and including the Gicat Exposition at
proved either true or false. ter
company, which is brought to test the
Chicago—Prominent Cities, Industries, Natu
ral and Artificial Scenery, Architecture, Agri
constitutionality of the Sherman anti
culture, Mining and Commercial Enterprises.
Write us for a test.
trust law, and should the government be
Over 600 quarto pages and 30> full-page photo
sustained in its position in this case the
I graphs; unequalled by anything published;
cases against the whisky trust officials
exclusive territory guaranteed. For terms
Nash,
Whiton
&
Co,,
New
York.
;
address the publishers, C, A. NICHOLS CO.,

Auburn, Maine

Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25
in stamps. Rumford Chemical Worfc^
Providence, R. I.

Pittsfield, Mass., Nov. 29.—The case ol
Charles E. Adams was taken hd in the
superior court here. Adams retracted his
plea of not guilty, and pleaded guilty to
}manslaughter. His plea was accepted.
jDistrict Attorney Hibbard recited to the
ccourt the evidence which was taken be
fore the grand jury, showing that Adams
killed Louis Lassier, a Frenchman, with a
tknife at a colored people’s dance at LenoxVille, Jan. 16 last, in a quarrel in the
dance hall. Lassier got Adams down,
and Adams plunged the blade of a pocket
knife into Lassier’s left side, piercing the
right ventricle of the heart. Li.ssier was.
ttaken home, where he died within twentyfour hours.
. At the autopsy the knife blade was disCHINESE RESTRICTION ACT.
ccovered wedged in between two ribs, with
-------tthe point in the heart. Adams fled to
General Opinion That the Law Has ssome coal sheds in Lenoxdale, where he
Fallen a Dead Letter.
vwas arrested. He has a bad reputation.
Washington, Nov. 29. —It seems to be H.
I C. Joyner of Great Barrington, counsel
the unanimous opinion of those intrusted for
* Adams, spoke in the defendant’s behalf.
with its execution that the latest Chinese
Joe Lung Must Leave Hartford.
restriction act has fallen a dead letter.
Hartford, Nov. 29.~In the police court
The law was passed on May 5 last, and re
McConville discharged Chinaman
quired that within a year from its pas- Judge
”
sage all Chinese laborers within the Joe
J Lung who was arrested on Friday ffi
'Ton Lun Sing. The testimony
United States should take out registra- assaulting
a
tion papers before the collector of in- was
v insuffic .nt to convict. One eye wit
to the assault has disappeared. Sing’s
ternal revenue of their respective districts ness
a
and furnish photographs of themselves friends say that he was bought off, and
witness was “approached” by
for purposes of identification. Up to another
a
’s friends and offered inducements
Saturday just five Chinamen in the whole Lung
1
United States had complied with the law, not
11 to testify. On account of Lung’s bad
as shown at the trial, he was
and they were residents of far-off Oregon. character,
c
The only penaly provided in the law for warned by the judge to leave town imme
Bad blood has been generated
failure to comply with its provisions is diately.
d
Chinamen by the affair, and fur*
deportation back to China. Taking the among
a
lowest estimates, that given by the cen- ther trouble is expected.
bus people, 1*17,500, and the average cost
Work of Cracksmen.
of shipping each Chinaman from his
Liberty, Mo., Nov. 29.—Cracksmen
present place of residence in the United early in the morning blew open the outer
States to soni^ port in the Flowery King- doors of the vault of the First National
(Tom at % LUO—a vary Dwoderate
«bank and secured $160. * A package con
the enforcement of thd law would involve taining
.
$400 in paper money was torn
an expenditure of $10,730,000.
.
shreds by the force of the explosion,
The duty of carrying out this little pro into
the pieces being scattered all about the
gram is imposed by the statute upon the floor
the bauk. The robbers had ar
secretary of the treasury and the attor- 11rangedof to
blow open the inner vault,
ney general, and $50,000 is appropriated which
r
contained $10,000 in money, but
for the purpose. The additional $10,700,- were evidently
frightened away. The
000 required for transportation purposes force of the explosion
nearly wrecked the
must be paid by the next congress if the building,
*
two of the walls will have
law is to be enforced on May 5 next, for it to be torn and
down and rebuilt.
is made evident that the Chinese now
resident in the United States have not the
Result of Election Feud.
slightest intention of attempting to com
Minneapolis, Nov. 29.—A special to The
ply with its provisions. Assistant Com- Tribune
ij
from Apple river says: Dr. D. A
missioner Wilson of the internal revenue jPeffield has been placed under arrest on a
bureau is inclined to think that when ccharge of attempting to murder John
congress convenes the question of what Stadel.
g
Sheffield is the leader of one fac
further legislation will be needed to carry tion in the county, which is divided into
out the objects of this law will be merged two organizations of citizens, who wage
in the general question of restricting im- feuds
&
over elections, the disposition of
migration all around.
ppostmasterships, etc., which are accom
Reception to Wealth Delegates.
ppanied with bloodshed. Trouble is antici
City of Mexico, Nov. 29.—The United pated.
p
________________
States delegates to the congress of the
Immediate Payment Demanded.
American Public Heajth association have
Columbia, S. C., Nov. 29.—Southern
arrived here. They were met at the sta members
of the board of directors of the
tion by a committee of 260 prominent ”Georgia Central
railroad have started for
members of the American colony and a New
~
York, called there by an imperative
number of Mexican officials. The visitors command
x
the New York Mutual Life
were driven to a hotel, where a formal re- ®Insurance ofcompany
for immediate pay
ception was tendered them by the Mexican ment
1
of $700,000 advanced to that com
association of Mexico. The afternoon npany by
the Georgia Central and secured
was spent by the delegates in visiting the P
principal points of interest about the by
“ first mortgage bonds._____
Well Known Hotel Man Dead.
city.
_________________
LYNN, Mass., Nov. 29.—Albert Whitney
New Electric Street Car Line.
the best known hotel man in
LYNN, Mass., Nov. 29.—The new electric of
" Nahant,
country, died Monday morning at his
street car line from this city to Salem the
age. Albert Whitney was
over the Forest river road has been com- home
b of oftheoldwidest
hotel men in the
pleted and will be in operation this week. one
0country. He was known
born in Goffstown, N.
A trial trip will be made on Wednesday or PH., in July, 1810, and
came to Nahant in
Thursday. This road connects the two J
main systems of the Consolidated Lynn 1829. suaa
and Boston railroad, the Naumkeag of
Salem and the Lynn ana Boston of this «
city. Fifteen-minute trips will be made
over the line during the summer months.

“Old Glory.”

The TURF, FARH AND
HOME has been consoli
dated with the Maine Horse
Breeders9 Monthly, and all
former subscribers to the
Monthly will be furnished
the Turf, Farm and Home
to the eocpiraion of their
subscriptions.

the

Circumstances the President and Senate

“What is a merchant?” the teacher inquired
alter one of the children had read the word.
“A merchant is a tailor,” answered one.
“A merchant is a man what keeps dry goods
stores,” said another.
“A merchant is a man who buys cheap and
kin sell dear,” remarked a third.
At last a little boy, with a triumphant air,
cried out, “A merchant is a man what sells
goods.”
The teacher corrected none of these mistakes
in language, but when one of the children had
read the sentence, “I broke the glass and I will
pay for it,” the teacher said, “What mistake
did he make?”
“Teacher,” said one, “he said ‘glass? and he
ought to ’a’ said ‘glars? ”
“Right?* said the teacher.

The Norwegian claim to priority of
discovery in case of America is undoubt
edly true. There is reasonable evidence
that some Norsemen under Leif Enicson
sailed westward from their far northern
shores to Iceland and Greenland, and
that they came as far as Labrador. It is
believed, too, that they set foot on the
soil of Massachusetts. But when? The
nearest historians can come at it is that
Eric visited America some years before
the Norman conquest. William the Con
queror took possession of the English
crown in 1066. What a rousing celebra
tion we would give the old heathen
Norsemen if we could only find out
when they touched our shores! Nor
wegians claim that it was in 1000. If
so, then Leif Ericson’s turn will come in
the year 2000.

Promotes digestion with
out injury and thereby re
lieves diseases caused by
Indigestion of the food. The
best remedy for headache
proceeding from a disorder
ed stomach.

FREE WOOL MEASURE POSSIBLE

LABELLED 1-2 LB. TINS ONLY.

awful libel on Buf
it was even -worse.
great evil there is
He reports from a

“Here is the grand army of the re
public,” was an exclamation that invol
untary escaped the lips of those who
witnessed in Cincinnati the Columbian
procession of 20,000 schoolboys, each
carrying an American flag. It stirred
the hearts of old soldiers strangely—that
moving forest of gallant young saplings
with their waving banners of red, white
and blue. It made others remember the
brave young Indiana girl teacher who first
set the fashion of having the country’s flag
float over the school house during study
hours, and defended it with a loaded
gun when some ruffians sought to tear
the glorious banner down.
Patriotism and every other noble senti
ment is fostered by appealing to the bet
ter emotions. For a hundred years after
1892 those 20,000 boys and their descend
ants will tell with pride the story of the
school procession in the Columbian year,
when 20,000 youths carried the Ameri
can flag through the city streets. And
if war should come we may be sure that
those 20,000 youths will be among the
first to go out to battle under that ban
ner. An old soldier says he thinks there
ought to be a stars and stripes celebra
tion of some kind every year, to keep
alive in all our hearts the love of coun
try. So there ought, with patriotic music,
flags, historic and heroic tableaux and
all that nobly stirs the soul and kindles
the imagination.

Indigestion.

Looked for at the Coming Ses
HORSFORD’S Acid Phosphate.
sion of Congress.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

“We will now write the words?'
This announcement was followed by a con
siderable amount of bustle and confusion on
the part of the children, and order was not re
stored until slates, pencils and rulers had
been placed in position. When all was quiet,
one of the pupils called out:
“1 ain’t got no ruler.”
In answer to this the teacher, without cor
recting the child’s language, said:
“You don’t need a ruler. Do it the way you
done it yesterday?*

This must be an
falo. In Cincinnati
Dr. Rice says the
concert recitation.
reading lesson:
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Dose Effective

“Only a month. It is supposed that 1! rrom wnat I know of hifii, in the light of'r
he had been in hiding in the woods or present circumstances, I should be will
perhaps concealed in the cabin of some ing to believe he was insane.”
“If what you know of him leaves youa
friendly negro between the time of the
commission of the crime and that day with such an impression, does it occur to0
By H. S. OEEDLEB.
upon which he applied for work at the you that he might be guilty of the crime0
with which he is charged?”
camp.”
•‘1 wish you would go up to Donaldson
“Not for a moment; for though I can
The next morning I accompanied Mr.
ville and do that Mme. Armand murder ' Briggs, the counsel for the defendant, not reconcile the phases of his career thatt
case for us. You know I have no man over to the court house—a dilapidated have come under my observation, I have0
here to send, and it is too big a thing for old frame building which had once been never seen any tendency toward crime0
the indifferent local correspondent we |, whitewashed, as an observer might con- in his disposition. I knew him as a gen•’
have at that point to handle.”
I elude from the mottled appearance of its erous, brave and truthful man. Besides,
Of course I couldn’t refuse—to have 1 exterior. About the door was the cus as I have said, I was with him at the0
done so under the circumstances would tomary crowd of idlers; inside, the very time Mme. Armand was murdered.”
have been unpardonable. But criminal : benches full of gaping curiosity seekers.
“My dear sir, you are treading on dan•"
affairs always nauseated me, and I hated Within the bar a few men sat with their gerous ground,” remarked the judge0
the stuffy atmosphere of court rooms, feet on a long table, copying the attitude smilingly.
where ignoramuses make pretense of of the judge, whose dignity of station
“I am too confident that I could prove0
knowledge to befuddle stupid jurors, and was marked by the small raised plat an alibi, vour honor tn heed vour warn■"
ing,
and 1 can prove one for this unfortu
where the whole performance is a mock form on which his chair was placed back
ery of the solemnity of justice.
of a smaller table. To be tried in such . nate man, if you will give me time.”
At this point the prosecuting attorney,
The case was famous or infamous a place would give an unwonted horror
enough, as such things go. Mme. Ar- i to crime, and would technically make who held his peace as long as possible,■J
mand, who owned a plantation down on the inflicrion of punishment an unusual sprang to his feet and said tragically and
the Bayou Lafouche, had been murdered and barbarous distortion of justice. 1 |I oratorically:
x
in her bed, presumably for money which was still studying the faces of the audi- I “Your honor, I must enter a protest
she was popularly supposed to keep con tors when the case of the “State versus against such an unwarrantable procedg
cealed in the house. The criminal had Ansil Berner” was called, and the sheriff ure as this stranger suggests. It seems
escaped detection for several months, and entered with his prisoner—the murderer . to me, your honor, that this trial is pro-*
| ceeding in a very odd manner, a veryj
then had been apprehended while em of Mme. Armand.
As he came up the aisle X looked at odd mannei; indeed. But I do noli need_
ployed in a timber camp where he wras
one of a gang of loggers. Just what evi him, and, my God! it was Jason Brig to call your honor’s attention to the un
dence there was against him the officers ham who was led forward, handcuffed precedented liberties accorded this gen
of the state declined to make public, and and disheveled, to take his seat in the tleman. I merely desire to direct yourB
the poor wretch, having no money to prisoner’s box. I could scarcely believe attention to the fact that what he says
tempt a cormorant of the law to under that sight was not playing some trick lacks confirmation even from the pris.
take his defense, and no friends to inter with sense, that I was not the victim of . oner himself, even from that man, sir,£
cede for him, had been kept in jail to an absurd and ludicrous hallucination. |. who would be most likely to catch at0
await trial at the spring term. It was But there could be no mistake. Under any straw which offered a reasonableQ
understood in a general way that the the pinched and drawn face, sallow from hope of enabling him to escape or even
evidence against the accused was incon exposure in the miasmatic swamps, under to postpone the fate he so richly dei
trovertible, and it was further under the long disheveled hair, the ragged, serves. I move you, sir, that the trial
stood that as he was a stranger and the unkept beard of three months’ growth, of the accused proceed.”
“This trial has indeed taken a very un
law needed a victim, he was to be hanged the rough, uncouth clothes, the slothful,
J
dogged air—beneath all these I saw the ■ usual course,” replied the judge delib-g
in due season.
1
erately.
“
But
you
will
admit
that
this
face
and
features
and
the
unmistakable
I went up to Donaldsonville the day
a very remarkable interruption. jI
before the one set for the trial, and personality of Jason Brigham—the man is
am
impressed with the sincerity of thee
landing at the miserable and forlorn without a past.
In the tumult of my feelings I was gentleman who has so unexpectedly and
place in the evening, hunted up the
peculiarly appeared as a voluntary
prosecuting attorney. That worthy was blind to everything else, unconscious of ; so
witness for the defense, and I feel that inn
fully imbued with the heinousness of everything else, and, rising to my feet, i justice
to the prisoner he should have ana
the crime, the necessity of some one’s went forward to meet him with hands oppdrtunity
of presenting testimony to0
being punished for it, with the convic extended and his name upon my lips. support his statements.
Under the cir
tion that the prisoner was the guilty “Jason—Jason Brigham.”
cumstances
I
shall
entertain
a motionn
His
eye
met
mine,
but
there
was
no
man, and with the assurance that he
for
the
postponement
of
the
case.
”
recognition
in
it.
His
face
took
on
a
cu

would be hanged. Further than that he
It is unnecessary to say that the coun
had nothing to communicate. If 1 rious expression of surprise—surprise not sel for the accused was not slow in act
wanted information I must seek the at seeing in an unexpected place one he ing upon the suggestion, and the casee
counsel for the prisoner, the judge hav had known, but astonishment that he was continued and ordered placed onn
ing recently appointed a member of the should be mistaken for any one else than the docket for trial at the next term of
Ansil Berner.
bar to defend him.
“But don’t you know me, Jason?” I court.
This advice was good, and I took it. 1
With the dismissal of the case and thee
found the counsel for the defense a mild persisted. “You have not forgotten Gil sheriff
LS
’s leading out of the prisoner I was
mannered young man who was evidently man, have you?”
,0
about
to
harry
away
when
the
judge
“You evidently mistake me for somd
just breaking into the profession. But
c
stopped
me
and,
calling
me
to
his
desk,
if his legal acumen was not overpower one you have known,” said tne man, rais said: “Come around to my home this■g
ing
his
manacled
hands
and
then
letting
ing he was to be commended for his
evening. I want to talk with you.”
L|.
modesty. He had not yet acquired the them fall again as the steel chains smote
I promised him I would, and went out
insolence or the vanity of the prosecut sharply on each other. “I never saw you to walk about a little and gather my
ing attorney, and, What was in his before.”
“Never saw me before! Why, man, scattered thoughts. There was abun,,
favor, he took some interest in his un
what
new folly is this? You do not mean dant need for reflection. It began to
fortunate client.
“I do not believe him guilty,” he said, to tell me you have forgotten the life we look as though this man who disclaimed
ever having had a past was to be sum
“and yet I scarcely know why I believe led together in Memphis?”
“Some chance resemblance leads you marily robbed of a future.
in his innocence. The state, I under
stand, will bring witnesses to prove that into error,” was the reply. “I was never
he was seen in the vicinity of the mur in Memphis, tho’ I know of the town very
der, that he carries jewelry inconsistent well.”
“Yes, I should think you would,” I re
with his occupation as a lumberman,
and, what is more effective in the eyes of torted; “but, sir, since you do not choose
an ignorant and prejudiced jury, that he to recall the past, I will not take meas
is not what lie seems to be. This. I think, ures to revive it.”
“Did you know tills man?” asked the
win ue uie most elective weapon tney will
use. The man is evidently of consider judge.
able refinement, of good education, and
“I knew him very well, your honor,”
is not accustomed to the life he has I replied. “We were for several months
lately been living. Yet he stubbornly re associated together upon the editorial
fuses to say anything about himself be staff of the Memphis Avalanche; we
yond declaring his innocence. The incon roomed together and were inseparable
sistency of his character and associations friends.”
is so great that once demonstrated to a
“How long ago was this?”
jury it will be ready to hang him with
“Last fall.”
out a qualm of conscience, if for nothing
“And when did he leave there?”
else, to show that it has the right to in
“In November.”
’*iS7bc a woman who was engaged to be
flict the extreme penalty of the law.”
Lr*
married to a dear friend of mine.”
“That was impossible, for Mme. Ar*
“Perhaps he will weaken when he finds mand was murdered in October.”
I need not say how utterly confusing?
himself confronted by the stern necessity
“Then this man did not kill her, forr I all this was. If there had been a possi-l”
of making an effort to save his life.”
will take my oath that he was in Mem
m- ( bility of my being mistaken in my mann
“If he were guilty I might believe so, phis at that time.”
I should have seized it as an excuse to0
but I am convinced the man is innocent,
“What interest have you in this trial?
1?” leave him to his fate. But the thing
but that for some unknown reason he and as he asked the question the judge preyed upon my mind because I knew
v
would sooner die than talk.”
looked at me sharply.
] Ii beyond all peradventure that this wasLS
“May he not be shielding some one
“I have no interest except in seeing an Jason Brigham. His face had been“
else—a relative, perhaps?”
innocent man preserved from a humili
iff- stamped too clearly upon my recollec“I do not think so, for we have been ating death. I came here as the repre tion. I was too familiar with his perunable to find any one who knows him. sentative of the New Orleans Picayune,
te, sonal characteristics, knew too well all
He seems to be a total stranger.”
without any knowledge of the parties in those little trivialities which together goo
“What do his associates in the logging Interest. Up to the time the prisoner
er to form the individual personality of
camp have to say?”
•
entered the door I had no idea I had ever
er each one; and besides, there was the6
“That he walked into camp from the seen him, but I recognize in him an old
Id scar, which could not be counterfeited,’
woods one day, applied for work, was friend, and one who in the nature of and which it was stretching credulityy
given it and took his place. He was things could not have committed this
ds too far to believe could be repeated byy
evidently inexperienced as an axman, crime of which he is accused.”
the mere chance of coincidence in any
and was put on duty as an assistant to
“But the prisoner appears to deny the
he other person who so resembled Brigham
the cook.”
acquaintance,” said the judge, somewhat
at in every physical detail. And yet what’
“How loner aero was this?”
possible motive could he have for denycynically.
“He does, sir, and what his purpose is ing himself?
in doina so I cannot even infer.”
I On the one hand, confession that he0
“But is their no possibility of your be
,e- was who I said he was meant escape0
ing mistaken?” persisted the judp, who
ho from the gallows, itis present course
in the lax procedure of his court was not preluded death. Was it the past which0
is a difficult problem with
greatly affected by the sacredness which
"h he had so persistently declined to explain
many people because but
was supposed to hedge him in. ‘ ‘You that he feared more than death? Was it”
t
few articles of food agree
know how treacherous resemblances are.
‘e- possible that there was that, to escape
with them. The doctor says
Though no two faces are cast exactly in from which he welcomed the opportunitye
the same mold, there are sometimes such of dying unknown? I could find noy0
AVOID GREASE
counterfeits that we can scarcely tell the other excuse. But if he was masquer"
and the result is unpalata
spurious from the genuine.”
ading to deceive me and all men, he wass
ble food. The reason the
“If this man is the Jason Brigham I doing it with a consummation of artt
physician objects to grease
knew in Memphis he has a scarupon the
10 which was magnificent in its likeness to3
is because lard is the article
right side of his head above the ear and
id truth. There was a something heree
well forward toward the tempb,” I said,
most used, and every phy
d, which piqued me—which perhaps anwith a sudden inspiration, as the memory
fy gered me. If the man was playing aa
sician knows that hog
of that indelible mark flashed on my
iy part I resolved to unmask him; if he0
grease in any shape is un
mind.
was the victim of some strange web off
healthy and indigestible.
“Sheriff,” said the Judge, leaning forr- ' circumstances I would save him.
Every one interested in
ward over his desk, “examine the priss- |I At any event I decided to put him to3
oner’s head and see if you discover such
;h the supreme test, and going to the depot
pure and healthful food
a scar as the gentleman mentions.”
I telegraphed to Jones to break open myY
hails with joy the new pro
The sheriff in a very matter of fact
st trunk, get the picture of Emily Percival,>
duct
way separated the prisoner’s hur, which
;h and come to me at once with it. I wantedI
was long and unkempt. >Iy heart
rt Jones at hand to help me solve the ridseemed to stand still while he did so,
o, die. He had lived in an atmosphere of
but when he stood to one side and with
;h crime in his work as a police reporter,’
which is composed of pure
his Angers spread apart silently directed
>d and I trusted to his shrewdness of intui-’
cottonseed oil and pure beef
attention to a long white scar at the
le tion to unravel this enigma.
In the evening I called at the home of
place I had designated, I felt ihe blood
suet—nothing else—not
rush to my brain in a flood that threat the judge in the outskirts of the town.j,
even salt. It is better than
It was a big, imposing looking house, set
ened to unseat my reason.
either lard or butter for all
I
“Your identification seems complete, down amid a small grove of pecan and.
cooking purposes, and one
sir,” said the judge, “but yot will, of orange trees. The judge was in his li-.
(U brary—a cozy apartment, with big compound of Cottolene will do
course, pardon me if I point out to you
5
how impossible it would be foi us to ad fortable chairs to draw up in front of the,
as much as two pounds of
i
s
inviting
wood
fire
that
smoldered
on
the
mit your unsupported evident? in this
lard or butter, and it costs
.
case. You aro a stranger to to all, and hearth to keep at bay the chill still lingerless than either.
though I do not believe such a thing for aa ing in the nigh.t air of the snringtimA. “Of course you would have no diffiEvery housekeeper that
moment, still in the eyes of the law your
J
1 i culty in finding plenty of people in1
tries Cottolene will find in
motives would be susceptible ;o doubt. ,
.’ I Memphis who would substantiate whatb
You should have corroborating teBtiit just what she wants.
you say.”
mony.
But,
weightier
that
all,
the
Beware of imitations—get
n
“I could have a hundred here in a few
witness
declares
that
he
is
not
the
man
the genuine of your grocer.
you say he is. You do not allege that he days, and have already telegraphed forr
one, an old newspaper associate andi
N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.>
is insane?”
mutual friend.”
CHICAGO, and
“Ha anDears to be sane eniuah. but
Lt
“Then what is the man’s onfati* ►
5 Central Wharf, Boston.
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keeping up this comedy, of rather tragedy?”
“That I know not, unless it is possible
that he is insane.”
“He talks too rationally for that, and I
fear you could have little hope of con
vincing a medical jury that he was non
compos mentis. Do you know of no reason why he should be unwilling that his
real identity should be known?”
“None, though I have suspected that
there was something in his lire he wished
to conceal.”
Then I related my endeavors to probe
Brigham’s past, and his strange declaration that he had no past. We talked for
an hour or more, and I returned to my
hotel more perplexed than ever to try in
vain to sleep, while I momentarily grew
more gravely apprehensive that back of
all this strange drama there was a dark
spot which sooner or later would be revealed.
Jones arrived in the morning, as I ex
pected he would. He was the same
nonchalant, jovial, self assertive Jones.
He had a W’ay of saying that he always fell on his feet, and he had
come to have a very creditable assurance that he always would fall on his
feet. But in spite of that he was a clever
fellow and had plenty of heart. You can
imagine his surprise when I narrated all
that had occurred—my discovery of our
quondam comrade, his denial of his
identity, the scene in the court and my
interview with the judge.
“Whew!” said Jones, with a long
whistle, “isn’t he a hummer! But never
mind, we’ll bring him to his feed. The
man has gone daft, that’s what’s the
matter with him. We must have De

“Who is De Costa?”
“Dr. J. Sebrill De Costa i3 the great
expert upon diseases of the brain. His
testimony has sent more men to the insane asylum instead of the jail or the
gallows, where they belonged, than any
other man in the country. But no common criminal can fool De Costa for any
length of time. Oh, he has it down fine.”
“First I want to try this photo graph,”
I said. “I have an idea that will move
him, for I know he loved Emily Percival
very dearly.”
“Yes, that may fetch him if you spring
it on him suddenly,” said Jones. “Let’s
go and see the gay youth. It’s barely
possible he may have forgotten you, but
it isn’t likely that once having known
the only original Jones the honor would,
slip his mind.”
We were admitted to the jail readily
enough. It was an awful place in which
to keep a white man or any other human
being. Like all the parish prisons at that
time, it was horribly out of repair and
reeking with filth. Its tenants were
chiefly negroes, confined for petty misdemeanors or for alleged infractions of
the law. The white keepers were opposed to doing any more for the comfort
of their charges than the necessities of
the case demanded, and the exigency
that demanded an observance of sanitary
conditions was not usually a pressing one
in their eyes. It was a good deal cheaper
to bury prisoners than to feed and house
them properly.
Brigham occupied a cell a shade cleaner
than the rest—reserved, doubtless, for
guests who were distinguished for tho
enormity ut tfcrezu vireii&ea. wm-n wo
approached the grated door he was sit
ting on a small box, which served him
for a stool, his arms folded over his
knees, his head resting upon them. The
abject misery of his position touched me
to the quick. Jones felt it, too, or he
would have been more abrupt in his
greeting. As it was he went in when
the turnkey threw open the door, and
laying his hand upon the prisoner’s
shoulder said, “Brigham, old man, I
have come all the way from Memphis to
see you.”
Brigham lifted his head, and with
that contraction of the brows which expresses mental perplexity, said, “Why
do you all persist in calling me by a
name I do not know?”
“Because it was the name she knew
you by,” I replied, quickly drawing the
photograph of Emily Percival from my
pocket and holding it before him. He
took it from my hand and turned it
about curiously to get a better light
upon it. Then he looked at it long and
intently, and said slowly and almost in
the tone of one who thinks rather than
talks aloud: “A beautiful face. A beautiful face. That is the likeness of a good
woman. Who is she?”
There was no’ mistaking either the
candor or the intelligence of the inquiry*
Jones drew in his breath quickly, like a
man who has been under sudden and
great mental pressure. I took the photograph and replied with as much composure as I could command:
“She is a woman who was engaged to
be married to a very good friend of
mine.”
“And why didn’t he marry her?” he
asked.
“Because,” I made answer, “some
devil we know not of stole his brains
away and made him forget her and his
pledge.”
“He was unworthy of her,” said the
prisoner thoughtfully. “She was too
sweet a woman to merit such a fate.”
"His mind is a oiarnc—it is nxe a
bed of sand over which a tide periodically flows, wiping out every vestige
of the footprints of those who have
trod it when it lay bare. He is a man
who lives in today—in this present moment, as he said to me. Veritably a
man without a past.”
“And without a future,” said Jones.
“Yes, without a future! For to what
future can a man look who cannot
measure it by experiences he has
known? All things are relative. We
base our hopes of happiness upon what
we know has given us happiness. Our
ambitions, our Dleasures. our. dreams
are all things of growth to which
our daily lives minister. The love of
parents, the shelter of home, the companionships of youth, the incentives of
early rivalries, all contribute to this
better judgment. We gather our store
of knowledge day by day, and with it
we acquire the capacity to enjoy and to
apprehend the anticipated successes of
tomorrow But a man without a past!
What can life hold for him? To feel the
unutterable desolation of an impenetrable waste behind him—to know that
he is a mariner who sails without a com
pass an unknown sea in whose flood the
keel of his bark leaves not even a ripnle.

to live without memory ana witnout
hope, without the comfort, aye, and
the pangs of one’s existence. My God!
what can the future hold for such an
one?”
“Nothing,” replied Jones sadly. “And
perhaps that is the reason we find him
so willing to give it up.”
“It must be so. And yet 1 feel that
back of all this there must be some hid
den mystery which, if we could only
penetrate, would set this man free from
the bondage of such punishment as his
must be.”
“You are right in calling it a punish
ment,” Jones replied. “But what a tor
ture it is, too! 1 have heard people spec
ulate on the merciful Providence which
kept our future a secret. Yet it seems
to me that a man could bravely go for
ward to any fate, much as the old mar
tyrs faced the stake when they knew
they had to sizzle. But surely no one,
except he were lost to every moral tie,
could wish to be perpetually forgetting.”
“To forget! Why, no! To forget is
death. What would life be without its
memories of early loves and joys, of a
mother’s kiss at night, a father’s bless
ing, a wife’s world-wide love? Life is
only a bundle of memories. We gather
a flower here and there to put with the
others in the keeping of our hearts. A
thorn or poisonous weed creeps in at
times, but the others are no less the pre
cious for their presence. Memory is
the thing that keeps our hearts young,
our faith pure, our confidence in the
realities of life sacred. It is the tie that
binds us to our fellows, that, like a gold
en cord, springs from the anchor of our
faith and binds us to heaven. ”
“Then let us do what we can to restore
this man’s past to him. ”
“Our only hope is in your specialist,”
I said. “I trust he may not find the task
as hopeless a one as it seems to me.”
Our impatience made it seem an inter
minable time before Dr. De Costa
reached Donaldsonville. As a matter of
fact it was only two days, but days were
precious now and we lived in dreadful
suspense. Much of the time we spent
with the accused, the interest of the
judge securing us unwonted liberties
in that respect, There was a dreary
satisfaction in talking with him and pro
viding little delicacies for his use. By
the time the great specialist arrived
Brigham was looking mucn as he had
looked when we knew him m Memphis,
at least more presentable and cleaner
than when he first came from the noisesome jail. Otherwise there was little
change. He talked frankly of his life
in the lumber camp and his confinement
in prison, but when we would press him
to tell us what had happened before be
went to the lumber camp he would grow
impatient and say. “Don’t ask me, for I
do not know It all happened so long
ago that I have forgotten. ”
Even De Costa was puzzled when we
narrated the particulars of the case. The
Hoctor was a small man, with a closely
cropped gray mustache and beard. He
Wore gold rimmed glasses,and had a habit
of taking them off and wiping them with
his silk handkerchief when he was think
ing intently. “It is very strange,” he
said, “very strange, indeed, but it may
be a form of asphasia of which we have
no knowledge. Perhaps some sudden
mental perturbation may have caused
the rupture of a blood vessel in the
brain, which, while it has has had no ob
servable physical effect, has paralyzed
the functions of that particular organ.
But 1 can tell better when 1 have talked
with the man, and 1 think. I had better
see him alone at first, so that 1 may the
better diagnose his case.”
Jones and I escorted him to the jail,
and waited outside the result of the con
ference. It was an hour before he sum
moned us to him, and then he met us in
the little court yard and said:
“Gentlemen, I can find no trace of in
sanity about him. He is as rational as
any of us. The only explanation I can
offer is that at some time ho suffered a
severe shock to some of the nerve centers,
or passed through an illness which has
le/t his mind prior to that time, and per
haps periodically since, a blank.”
“Are there cases on record of that
kind?”
“There are a few; but usually where
such intellectual paralysis, or local pareses, has been superinduced by injury or
breaking down of the brain cells, it has
bean attended bv .complete JLoss of all
(Continued on Page 7 ) *
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It is said that “Every closet has its
skeleton” and just as surely every stock
farm where early development is the
ie
watchword has its wreckage. After all we
can but ask ourselves at times “Is it worthh
it.’’ A writer in our contemporary the
Horse Review paints the following picture'6
true to life.
An owner is never satisfied.
I do notlt
know how the horses like it, this continuIally striving and straining after glory, but;t
the owners never tire of sending their best
productions out after fame and having
them rasp through mile after mile in public
and private in order that when the year is8
closed they may point to an array of/
figures and say: “This is greatness.”
Men of ambition often work themselvess
into the grave, but I question their right to3
demand of their h rses the substance off
their lives in order that the rown ambition.jr
may te satisfied. With all the giory of
great record miles there is another side—“
that side which tells of lame legs, stiff1
muscles, tired hearts and broken wind. Itt
is the tale which the world does not hear,,
but which the groom could tell when he3
has taken his charge home for the winterr
and is patching up the damage which the5
fast work of the record eei^onhas done.’
It is bard enough on old horses, but on the2
yonng ones, the mere babies of ths turf,,
how infinitely more perilous to life and1
limb it is.
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What He has to Say About It in His
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THE CATTLE MARKETS.
Doings at Brighton and Watertown for
the Week Ending Nov. 30.
Wasetitown, Mass.. Nov. 30.—Amount of

live stock on the market:
Sheep
Cattle and Lambs Swine
Western............ 1,865
400
18.900
Massachusetts....
6
....
3
New Hampshire.. 115
1,013
5?
Vermont.............
94
503
34
New York...................
135
Canada........................
861
....
Totals.............. 2,080
2.912
18.9.S9
Prices for western beef cattle pr 100 lbs livo
weight—Choice, $450(315 50: second Quality,
$4@4 25; third quality, $3 25(^3 75; poorest
grades of coarse oxen, cows, bulls, stags,
Texans. Colorados, etc., $1 50(3i3 50.
Prices for northern and eastern beef cattle
pr lb dressed weight—Choice, 5’^6c pr lbfirst quality, 5@5%c; second quality, 4%@4&[c;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, cows, bulls,
stags, etc., 2J4@3c pr lb.
Hides—Brighton hides 6c prlb; Brighton
tallow, 4c: country hides, 5®5%c; country tallow, 2%@3c; lamb skins, 50@75c each: extra
heavy wool skins, 80c each; cow hides, 5c pr
lb: sheared skins 30@60c eachWorking oxen — There was no demand.
Those brought in were in a fat condition and
sold for slaughtering purposes.
Northern and eastern beef cattle—The receipts were heavy and trade active, with
values remaining steady.
Veal calves—The supply was 109 head heavier than last week. The quality was better
trade was active. A clearance was effected
before the noon hour with values % higher
than one week ago.
Sheep and lambs—The supply was a great
deal larger than last week “The quality was
fair and trade active with no noticeable
change in prices on good stock. Few good
lambs were offered.
Milch cows and springers—The receipts were0
about the same as one week ago. There was£
no demand.
________

oriH
A man well knov n all ’over the world and
an. u
whose name ie a terror to| criminals and evi
bvi
doers everywhere, is Robert Bruce, head and
se’s
general superintendent of the great Bruce
Newspaper Decisions.
American Detective Agency, whi h has its
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
headquarters at 128 La Salle street, Chicago,
from the office—whether directed to his name or
Mr. Bruce is a great worker; nothing '»es/
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
capes
his keen and active mind, and like
ike
responsible for the payment.
m<»st men who are enterprising and tireless
Less
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued he
in their business, he has overworked hi
hisS
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con
ajn
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect
brain, and hept his nerves upon such a strain
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken
and tension, that nervous difficulties resulted..
from the office or not.
In fact he felt that relaxed, weakened and
ma
The courts have decided that refusing to take
enervated condition of mind and body wh cn
newspapers and porionicals from the office, or re
results in insomnia—that sleepless, r^stle-s,
5-s,
moving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
wakeful and disturbed condition which, unacie evidence of fraud.
f
less arrested so surely results in dire disaster
TELEPHONE CALL, 14-3.
to mind, brain and body.
la chatting with the great detective, your
jur
reporter saw at a glance that it was with no
trht
invaJid
with
whom
he
was
talking.
His
bright
AUBURN DAILY GAZETTE.
"
eyes, fresh complexion and energetic manner
_
------- —----- ----------------------------------- —— ------------------- —
showed at once thnt he was again in the best
The only daily in Auburn. Population of
V5"
of health. Naturally the change in hip, condi
town 11,000. Capital of Androscoggin Coun
tdi-
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
MAINE 2.30 LIST FOR 1892.
tion became the subject of conversation.
OUR CELESTIAL VISITOR.
ty The liveliest dailv in Maine. Terms by
8,”
The Brighton Market.
I suffered with insomnia for eight years,
”
mail $5.00 per year; carrier $6.00.
New York Citt—What was the sire off he“said,
e
’
s
B
righton
,
Mass.,
Nov.
30.
—
Amount
of
live
1
“but three bottles of Dr. Greene
0 Particulars About the Holmes Comet
The following is the Maine 2.30 list for 1892
Hill’s Sir Charles?
Nervura blood and nerve remedy completely stock on the market:
from the Lick Observatory.
complete to date.
restored me. This remedy is worh its weight
rht
Shee
P
Answer—Imported Diomed.
’
Cattle and Lambs Swine«
L
ick Observatory, Cal., Nov. 30.—The Walter D., ch h, by Palmer Horse;
Western.............. L36
2,860
13,600 3
Brunswick, Me.—Do you know of any
22 Holmes
comet has been systematically obMassachusetts... 106
....
J
dam by Winthrop Morrill,
2.26%
Maine.................. 263
2,019
77 Ss ’.rved here since Nov 8, but the stormy Y
- oung Watchmaker, blk h, by Watch
one who has the 1st Vol. of “Noted Maine
New Hampshire.
56
1,080
45* weather
<.
Did you see that miserable caricature Horses” that I could buy?
prevented
observations
during
2.30
Vermont.............. 158
1,209 ’
101 2the past week. Its position has been ac- j maker; dam by Constellation,
* published in a contemporary and named
Canada.................................. 5,940
.... 1
L , blk ni, by Thomas Carlyle;
Answer—We do not We learn, how
........
*
ccurately measured by Professor Schae- Lizzie
dam Clytie by Ledo,
2.27%
Stamboul, 2 08? It reminded us of the old ever, that there are still a few copies in the
Totals.............. 919------- 13,108-------- 13,7551 perle,
j
with a meridian circle, and by jNaumkeag, b b, by Lexington,
2.28
Working oxen—None sold for working pur-J Professor
i
story of the boy who drew a picture and bindery, unbound. We will attend to the
Barnard
with
a
twelve-inch
tel.
poses. Those offered were in fat condition and J
2.29%
wrote underneath: “This is a horse” matter shortly and if so, have them bound
escope.
The latter has also secured a H. P. E., br g, by Gen, Garfield,
were bought by slaughterers.
e
*
Prices for western beef cattle pr 100 lbs3 good
£
photograph of the comet. Mr. McKusick, b h, by Olympus; dam Lady
Otherwise no one would have ever recog and on sale,]
live weight—Choice, $4 50@5 50; second qual-’ (Campbell has observed its spectrum visuBurns, by Burn’s Trotting Childers, 2.26%
Bunker Hill,Me.—Can youTgive me the
ity, $4@I25; third quality, $3 25(gH75: poor- v
nized it.
and photographically with the great ‘Silver Street, b m, by Nelson; dam
est grades of coarse oxen, cows, bulls, stags, tlly
*
breeding of Toronto a Canadian, nho
» • • •
by Somerset Knox,
2.25
Texans, Colorados, etc. $1 50@3 50,
t
tquatorial.
Mambrino Patchen? Has Tom Patcben
Prices
of
northern
and
eastern
beef
cattl
e
M
ollie Withers, gr
m
by
Gen.
‘
The
observations
show
that
in
many
reWe would like the pedigree of dam
ilressed weight —Choice, 5%^l6c pr lb; first
any record and what is ft, and has he any
Withers; dam by Gideon,
2.30
it is the most remarkable comet of
quality, 5@5%c; second quality,
poor-' spects
p
when not already given, age, and name
est grades of coarse oxen, cows, bulls, stags,1 recent
r
years. On Nov. 8 its diameter was ‘St. Croix, b h, by Wilkes; dam Znlah
producing sons in Maine or Massachusetts?
etc., 2U@3c pr lb.
of breeder of every animal in Maine in
by Gidton,
2.28%
Is Nelson credited with more than one 2.30
Northern and eastern beef cattle—The sup one-sixth of that of thepioon. It was su Wilkesmont, blk h, by Kaiser; dam by
the 2 30 list for 1892. and we would con
sharply
defined that it resembled a
ply
of
this
stack
was
larger
than
for
many
s
performer.
Gen. Withers,
2.27%
weeks past. The quality was very good and pplanetary nebula. Near the center of the
sider it a favor if any one of our readers,
trade active. Values were from
higher pball, called the coma, was a nucleus IFred Wilkes, b b, by Wilkes; dam by
Answer—We do not know the breeding
on
good
stock,
while
poor
grades
were
off.
All
able to give the above information, will do of Toronto. Tom Patchen was first called
Onward,
2.29%
elongated. Diverging from this,
the eastern stock was bought up by exporters slightly
s
so.
before it arrived at the market.
iiin the direction of the sun, was a dense IFrenchman, b g, |by McDonald’s
Bill Wellman, under whic ’ name he made
* * * •
Milch cows and springers—Trade was a lit- f
Frenchman,
2.24
a record in the thirties. We do not know
tie better than last week, though the stormy fanlike structure which could be traced
weather prevented its being as good as it up
u to the edge of the coma, and it was IHaroldson, b h, by Prescott; dam Queen
In our contemporary, the Turf, Field thit he has any producing son in Maine or
would have been otherwise.
vvisible even to the edge when the
by Black Diamond,
2.29%
Missacbusetts, although Guarantee, sire of
and Farm we see the copy of a dispatch of Keystone 2 28%, may
Veal calves—The supply was a trifle heavier bright
p
be.
Mambrino
coma was just outside the tele- IHallie, ch m, by Harbinger; dam by
than
last
week.
Trade
was
dull,
though
a
Pas
ROBERT BRUCE.
congratulation sent to the owner of Krem Patchen is not a Patchen at all, and was
Monte Christo,
2.26%
This structure was the tail, which
clearance was effected before the noon hour. scope.
Sl
lgt Prices showed no change from last week.
hhas since increased considerably in length. 3Mahlon, blk h. by Alcantara; dam by
by in gold. I would not be without it if it cost
lin, by the owner of^ Maud S, sent, so it most miserably misnamed. He was by
Sheep
and
lambs
—
The
supply
was
very
large
q
Thomas Jefferson,
2.22%
t times as much.
reads at Viaud S’s request, and the signifi Mambrino Chief; dam by Gano son of ten
and the quality was extra good. Trade was The spectrum is unique. All parts of it
“I have recommended it to some of my active ana values were stronger, though there giye a continuous spectrum, but underly- CaRANiETA, br m, by Rockefeller; dam
American Eclipse. Nelson has only on%
cant sentence at the close bearing the Silver Street 2.25, to bis credit in the 2.30
,30 friends
and they are also delighted with the
le was no quotable change.
iiing this there is certainly a trace of the
by Messenger Knox,
2.25%
f
ie Western beef cattle—No sales quoted. Stock green
c
results obtained f«om its use. May Dr. Greene
motto “blood will tell,” means of course, ist,
band, in which observations differ qPhemis, b m, by Achilles; dam by
r> went to the slaughterers.
live long and continue to manufacture Dr.
from others reported.
Volunteer,
2.25
or
-----------------the blood of Maud S and Kremlin. Now
’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy for
The apparent size has increased until IfouNG Pilot, ch h by Black Pilot; dam
NAMES CLAIMED.
‘Greene
Senator Gibson Very Sick.
suffering maukiad.”
all this “gush” looks supremely silly to
is two-thirds the diameter of the
by Col. Ellsworth
2.22%
We do not wonder at Mr. Bruce’s enthusiasm,
n.
Hot Springs, Ark., Nov. 30.—United nowit
n
plain people. Of course no reference is
Beauty S., bay filly foaled in 1890, sire
I
ire Lack
of sleep kills. It racks brain and nerves.
s. States senator Gibson of New Orleans is moon. It is quite -diffused and appears qto Jefferson, blk m. by Alexander
an ordinary comet. Though it has
made to the blood of Nancy Hanks or Valter D., 2.26%; dam by Winthrop Mor- It
JeffertsOD,
2.27%
"
1 unhinges and unstrings nur nervous ena" dangerously sick with heart disease at the’ like
grown larger it has also grown fainter j?red Lothair, to h by Lotharr,
ergies. It transforms a strong person into
2.29%
to Park Hotel in this city. The senator is &
Stambiul, to Martha Wilkes or any other , •ill.
Herbert Swett.
aa weak one. If we can eat and sleep well,we
re over 70 years of age, and his friends here and
a is barely visible to the unassisted eye. j)inah, blk m, by Norway Knox; dam
of the stars, but simply the blood of Maud
can
maintain
good
health.
Computers
agree that it is not Biela’s
Canton, Me.
c
by Tom PatcheD.
2 28%
.j fear he will not survive many days.
(
The writer well knows the wonderful
8, to which Mr, Bonner seems to be
comet and that it is neither close to nor ^arka, b m, by Messenger Wilkes;
Irmo, bay colt, no white, foaled May
ay power of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
approaching
the
earth.
Message Will Be Delayed.
a
wedded. He has evidently never forgiven < S3, 1892; sire,Primogby Messenger Wilkes,
dam by Hampton,
2.29
?s, unerve remedy to produce the most restful, m>s
Washington, Nov. 30.—Owing to his T
oj vigorating and refreshing sleep, besides
Nancy Hanks for beating his favorite’s rec- ( lamins by Olindo, son of Olympus; 2d
2.27
THE PANAMA CANAL SCANDAIa IAdi Redwood, b m by Redwood,
1 making our nerves strong and steady as steel,1. present affliction, the president will be
-------I<ona S., ch m, by Albrino; dam by
ord, and disappointed and soured, he sulks ( lam, Mattie by Norridgewock, son of Gen.
I does not act like an opiate, but rather
in. It
‘T unable to complete his annual message to De
u Lesseps and Others Refuse to Appear
Daniel Boone1
2.29%
in his tent at Tarrytown.
j inox.
t8 congress in time for submission to that
A. Cushman, Jr.
bby its strengthening and invigorating effects
Before the Investigating Oommittee.
GJene Briggs, b h,by Messenger Wilkes;
uupon the brain and nerves. It is perfectly
T body on the opening day of the session. It
* « * *
dam by Almont,
2.28
Sherman, Me.
hharmless also, being made from pure healthParis, Nov. 30.—Charles de Lesseps,
will contain about 15,000 words.
re, gi
Baron Cottu and M. Marius Fontenes,who I)r. Franklin, Jr., blk h, by Dr.
Finale, bay filly, foaled in 1892; sire,
g vlD£ vegetable medicines. It is safe to
The sensational event of the past week
’ give to infants and children of any age. All
Franklin; dam by Hamlet,
2.26
were summoued to give testimoi^ before
Considered the World’s Fair.
is the performance of Stamboul who has 1 Savard Wilkes, 2.15; dsm Katie Boone,
ie» jdruggists keep it for $1.00, and it is indeed
the pajliamen tary Panama canal com mis- LJolly H, b m,by Kentucky Knox; dam
j
N
ewport
,
R.
I.,
Nov
;
30.
-The
three
a God-serd to sufferers from weak nerves and
again wrested the cfown from the brow of * I 32V by Daniel Boobp; 2d dam try
by Bonney Knox,
2.25%
have refused to appear. An effort
Baptist churches herein joint convention, Bion,
81
insomnia.
Kremlin, and trotted a full mile in 2.07%. 1 Lnox; 31 dauby Old Eaton, also.
It is not one of the so-called patent medi-i- adopted resolutions praying that congress was made by the commission to get some BJetty, b m, by Dictator Chief; dam by
Onward,
2 28%
information as to the late Baron
but the discovery and prescription of will not reverse its action regarding the definite
Star Dust, bay filly, foaled in 1882, by cines,
c
1
This is the thiid time within a few weeks
Reinach’s bank account and as to the per- ECmma Etta, hr m, by Antioch;
Dr. Greene,of 34 Temple P ace, Boston, Mass,
2.29
that Stamboul has held the record.
The 1 J ay ar d Wilkes 2.15; dam Gleuora; by a physician who has made his name famous appropriation for the World’s fair and sons for whose benefit lie drew on it. The j,
osephR, b g, by Knox Telegraph,
IS
Sunday
closing
cause.
s<
rlenarm,
2
23%;
2d
dam
Katie
Boone
a
ne as the most successful specialist in the treat-trace has been a close one, and one that will (
— ---------------------------w
witnesses, however, could or would not
dam by Daniel Lambert,
2.28%
n> ment
of nervous and chronic diseases, and who0
n
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JT. W. THOMPSON, Editor,

Auburn, Me., Friday, Dec. 2,1892.

VERMONT’S 2.30 LIST FOR 1892.

SEASON OF 1893.
1-8 Mile in 15 Sec.

1-4 Mile in 30 Sec.

BAYARD WILKES
2.15,
In sixth heat of a race which he won. Winner of three faster heats in a race
than any horse ever owned in Maine.

Sire ALCANTARA 2.23 at 4 years.
Chronos............................ 2.121
Nightingale......................2.13$
Bayard Wilkes................ 2.15
Allen Lowe...................... 2.16J
And 43 others in

Lightning.......................... 2.17
Miss Alice.......................... 2.171
Raven................................. 2.1bl
Attractive......................... 2.18J
2.30 list.

Sire of
Autograph............................. 2.181
Georgia H............................. 2.191
Empress Eugenie................2.19)
Alnambra............................... 2.20

1st dam BARCENA, trial 2.28, Dam of Bayard Wilkes 2.15;
Bertha, full sister to Bayard Wilkes (dam of Diablo 2.141, at 3 yrs.) and
Alaric, sire of Victor B. 2.204, by Bayard 2.31, sire of Kitty Bayard 2.12|
(world’s race record over half mile track), and 12 others in 2.30 list; son
of Pilot, Jr., sire of the dams of Maud S. 2.084, Jay-Eye-See 2.064 pacing
and 2.10 trotting.

2d dam BLANDINA,dam of six sons and one daughter Barcena, that have produced 2.30 performers, by Mambrino Chief.

3d dam the BURCH MARE, dam of Donald 2.27 and Rosa
lind 2.2U, by Parker’s Brown Pilot.

TERMS $100.00 BY THE SEASON,
Payable at time of service, with free return the following year to mares not proving in foal.
All engagements must be made in writing and blanks for that purpose will be furnished
on application.

Limited to 40 First-Class Mares.
Season commences March 1st, closes July 15th.
ALL COMMUNICATIONS MUST BE ADDRESSED Td

C. P. DRAKE, - - - Lewiston, Maine.

:::: DR. FRANKLIN
No. 2777.
Race Record, 2.31;
Trial, 2.22.
Timed Maine State
Fair in 1892, half in 1.11 1-2.
SURETY
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OLD GEN. KNOX.

Winthrop Morrill.
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PAYABLE IN ADVANCE, OR SATISFACTORY NOTE.
CSVAL RETURN PRIVILEGE.

THE COLT FARM
239 Minot Avenue. AUBURN. MAINE.

ELLIOTT’S

ELLIOTT’S

Maine Horse Agency.

Maine Horse Agency.

--------- o-----------

No.l.—Brown gelding, 4 years old; 15.2; 100C
lbs. This is a very rich looking horse, one ol
the most pleasing roadsters, and can pace a
No.l.—Black gelnlng, 5 years old, 15.1, 900 lbs., ’35 clip.
handsome, styliaii, nicely gaited; can ahowj jull
mile in 2.12. Bhonld oe ’30 horse In ’93.
No. 2.—Chestnut mare, 5 years old; 15 3;
No. 2.—Black mare, 6 years old, 15.3, 1,000 lbs., 1025 lbs. Handsome and bloodlike; very easy
record 2.40 this season, after weaning colt. This and fast roadster; can show a ’50 clip.
is a good actor in a race, game, and should trot
very fast, when fully de eloped.
No. 3 —Bay mare, 4 years old; 15.3; 1050 lbs.
No 3.—Black stallion, 6 years old, 15.3, 1,100 She is very clean looking, nice coated, and
lbs., sired by Black Pilot, 2.30; dam by Victor, has a head and neck of rare beauty. • She is a
2.23; he can show be ter than a M0 clip. Wi*h the free roadster, nice gaited, and fit lor carryall
opportunity, he would b' a tirst-clasx stock horse, buggy.
a trotter or an ideal gent’s roadster.
No. 4.—Seal brown gelding, 10 years old;
' No. 4—Brown gelding, 4 years old, 15.2, 1,000
lbs., a very handsome horse, an ideal roadster, and 15.1; 950 lbs. A horse of extremely nice pro
portion; very neat in every point; a very
can pace a ’3c clip.
No. 5—Bay mare, 15.1,900 lbs., sired by Black powerful little horse, an untiring roadster,
Pilot, 2.30; 1st dam by Dor heater, by Dictator; and can pace a ’35 clip.
2nd dam byGiJbreth Knox; in foal to Dare Wilkes,
No. 5.—Beautiful dark gray gelding, 5 years
he by Charlie Wilkes, 2.21; dam, Martha Wilkes,
old; 16.2; 1050 lbs. A very shapy, fine looking
2.08.
horse
No. 6.—Standard bred bay mare, 5 years old by buggy.and roadster, suitable for carryall or
Nelson. She good size, good looking, and I be
lieve fast with handling. Would make an excell
No. 6.—Bay mare, 16 hands; 1100 lbs. ’50 clip.
ent brood mare.

F. B. ELLIOTT,

Bowdoinham, Maine.

No. 7.—Bay stallion, 6 years old; 15.$; 1100
lbs. Can show mile better than 2 40.

No. 8.—Bay mare Rosa Morrill, 10 years old;
•ire, Winthrop Morrill; 1st dam by Dolbier’s
Ethan Allen, 2d dam by Flying Eaton. In
foal to Bayard Wilkes. Has produoed six
foals.
No. 9.—All-Rosa. First prize winner at
Maine Slate Fair for standard bred foal of
1892. Sire, All-So 2 201 (exhibition furlong
In 151 sec.). 1st dam. Rosa Morrill (see above).
No. 10.—Bay colt by All-So. 2.20>; 1st dam,
Nelsonia, by Nelson 2.10; 2d dam by Boyer’s
Mambrino Pilot; 8d dam by Tom Hal; 4th
dam by Grey Eagle. Nelsonia was awarded
first premium for t-tandard-bred brood mare
of any age at Maine State Fair, 1802.

Have many others for sale, including large
bay mare by Nelson, bay yearling by Nelson,
colts by Messenger Wilkes 2.23, Bayard Wilkes
2 23$ (exhibition furlong in 15 sec ), and brood
mares and foals by Maine’s best stallions.
Write for full descriptions.

saB-TFtMji

F. B. ELLIOTT,
BOWDOINHAM, MAINE.

FOR SALE.
BAY COLT, of good size and fin** ish, good gaited, and desirable in
every way, foaled in 1891, by Dictator
Chief 2.21 J; dam by Nelson 2.10; 2d
dam (dam of Crete 2.304) by Daniel
Lambert; 3d dam by Toronto Chief.
Can be bought lor $5OO, spot cash.
If any one wants such a colt, write
to the editor of the Turf, Farm and
Home, Auburn, Me., at once.
n30X2t

But 4 Bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla
Cured.
For all diseases or affections caused by im
pure blood or low state of the system, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is unequalled. Read this:
“ It is with pleasure that I tell of the great
benefit I derived from Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
For 6 years I have been badly afflicted with

Erysipelas
breaking out with running sores during ho
ummer months. I have sometimes not been
able to use my limbs for two months at a time.
Being induced to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I
got one bottle last spring; commenced using
it; felt so much better, got two bottles more;
took them during the summer, was able to do
my housework, and

Walk, Two Miles
which I had not done for two years. Think I
am cured of erysipelas, and recommend any
person so afflicted to use

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Four bottles has done more for me than
worth of other medicine. I think it the best
blood purifier known.” Mrs. H. D. West*
Church street, Cornwallis, N. S.

TRACK AND STABLE.

HOOD’S PnXiD cure liver ills, const!pation, biliousness, jaundice, sick headache-

Castoria.

Send 10 cents for a subscription to a lively
matrimonial journal for old and youug. Ad
dress Orange Blossoms, 1 armouthport, Maa*.
je9-x-ly

THE MORRIS M. ATTACHMENT

FOR SALE!

SniwiSmOn Elite

Bay gelding JIM MATT, 2.28},
foaled in 1884; sired by Young Jim,
by George Wilkes; dam by American
Clay, 2d dam by Grey Eagle. JIM
MATT the latter part of the past two
seasons has proved himself a good raoe
horse and is sure to beat 2.20 when
given an opportunity, having shown
halves at that rate this season.
O** For further particulars and price
address
w. g> LAMSON,
027.tf
Augusta, Mainb.

NANCY HANKS, 2 04:
“ I can cheerfully endorse the Morris M. Blanket Attachment. I am using them
generally in my stables and on Nancy Hanks, Axtell, Jack, and Alexes.
Yours truly,
BUDD DOBLE.”
STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., Carriage Builders, tay:
“ It does away, entirely, with the use of surcingle We have no doubt this is th*
coming Attachment, and every gentleman owning a horse should have one.”
ARMS & CO., the well known Western Shippers, say:
“ We brieve it will be universally used in place of the old style surcingle. For
shipping purposes it is unparalleled.”

It is humane, practical, cheap.
price list to the manufacturers,

ns-tr

Mr. Bonner declares his intention of
having Maud S trained next year. Albough again bred to Ansel 2.20 this season
she has not proven in foal, so, providing
the can be put in condition, she will be
asked to perform further record-breaking
fests. In view of her age—she will be
nineteen next spring—it would hardly reem
possible to get her to the point desired, al«
though it will be remembered that Gold
smith Maid 2.14, after the most arduous
Ask your harness dealer for it, or send for
career in the annals of the trottirg turftrotted io 2.14J>£, on her twentieth birthday*

MORGAN & CO., 28 Warren Street, New York City.

Proof of Merit.

The proof of the merit of a plaster is the
cure^ it effects, and the voluntary testimonial*
of tho^e who haveut-ed Allcock’s Porous
Plasters during the pas: thnty years unim
peachable evidence of their superio’i y and
should unnvince the mott skeptical. Self-praise
is no recommencation, but certificates from
tho«e who have used them are.
Beware of imitations and do not be deceived
by misrepresentation. Ask for Allcock’s, and
let no solicitat on or explanation induce jou
to acci pt a substitute.
A Fatal Accident.

Gloucester, Mass., Nov. 30.—Samuel
Marshall of West Gloucester cut his wrist
seuerely while trimming fruit trees a
week ago Saturday, severing an artery.
He walked to his house with the blood
pouring from the wound, and was taken
to the city proper for surgical treatment.
He caught cold in the wound, however,
and erysipelas set in, causing his death by
blood poisoning.
Maverick Bank Affairs.

Ciliiiiai
MAINE
HORSES

Boston, Nov. 30.—The circuit court ’
grand jury of the United States will be i
asked to return further indictments
against the Maverick National bank offi
cials. The jury will be summoned, it is
I Baid, within three weeks to again go into
session to consider evidence in relation to
the affairs of the bank.
' ■
Church Dedicated.

-------- BY THE----------

MAINE HORSE AGENCY,

SouTniNGTON, Conn., Nov. 30.—The new
-------- AT THE---------St. Paul’s Episcopal church in this place
was dedicated Tuesday morning, the ser- [
vices beginning at 11 o’clock. Bishop
Williams of the diocese of Connecticut
conducted the ceremonies, and was
assisted principally by Rev. Storrs O. Sey
mour, rector of Trinity church, Hartford, r HIS Sale is designed to bring together the

Enterprise Stables, 105 Beverly St.
Boston, Mass., about Dec. 6.

Depositors Are Anxious.
Tecumseh, Mich., Nov. 30.—The

tVhen Baby was sick, we gai e her Castorfa.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

Of Other Medicines Failed

Woodline is the youngest sire ever
credited with a 2.30 performer.
He was
** Castorfa is an excellent medicine for chil
M Castoria is so well adapted to children thaft
foaled in 1888, and is now represented in
dren. Mothers have repeat Yily told me of its
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
the records by Ella Woodline 2.27J^, and
good effect upon their children.”
known to me.”
H. A. Archkr, M. D.,
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
she is the only foal got by him as a two111 Sc. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Lowed, Mass.
year-old.
“ Our physicians in tho children’s depart
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
The two most interesting subjects that
ment have spoken highly of their expert
which I am acquainted. I hopo the day is not
will come up at the next meeting of the
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
far distant wheamothers will consider the real
Board of Censors of the American Register
and although we only ha’Ph among our
Interest <Ci?^ ’3r>ildren, and use Castoria in
medical supplies what is known as regular
stood of S *. nlX.>3 quack nostrums which are
Association will be those concerning the
products, yat we are free to confess that the
destroyi ( ^.iltwed ones, by forcing opium,
breeding of the dams of Arion and George
merits of Castoria has won us to look will
jocrjjltAJk.,.
syrup and other hurtful
Wilkes. Both pedigrees should now be
favor upon it.”
agsi fti (ifc-Xi titek throats, thereby sending
settled beyond dispute.
United Hospital and Dispensary,
them to iXn&ture graves.”
Boston, Mas*
Dr. J. F. Kinohelob,
“I had to laugh at one ‘kicker’ who
Allen C. Smith, Fret.,
Conway, Ark.
turned away from the ringside in disgust
The Centaur Company, TT Murray Street, New YorV City.
at the New York Horse show.”
“Well, I don’t know anything about
horses—” he began.
“Hush-sh-sh!” said his companion. “If
they hear you say that they will make a
judge out of you.”
The simple fact is, and the records show
it, so far as it is possible to establish such a
fact by records, that the trotting horse is
now a better animal than the thoroughbred.
IS THE ONE THING NEEDFUL FOR
He can go a greater distance, nearer the
top of his speed, and is fully as game in a
ace
Gideon Ellis of Canton, has sold to Dr.
A. L. Stanford, same town, the bay wean
ling filly by Wilkes from Old Mag fdam of
Fred Boone, Banquo, Shube Wilkes, etc.)
by Uncle Shube. This filly is dark bay
with two white ankles behind, and is
Lt Supersedes the Surcinyle,
a little “mixey” in her gait, but will un
It Can Be Adjusted to Any Blanket.
doubtedly make a good one.
It Always Keeps the Blanket in Place.
The regular work of the youngsters has
commenced at the Colt Farm, Auburn, Me.
It Prevents Sore Backs.
After they are worked awhile a few of the
more promising will be selected, or those
THE MORRIS M. BLANKET ATTACHMENT is extensively used by the whose'actions give the greatest promise of
leading Stock Farms and Training Stables, East and West, including Miller & Sibley early speed. These will then go into ac
J. H. Shults, Robert Steel, Col. Jacob Huppert, and B- J. Treaey; aib by
tive training,and the others will be let alone
Express Co., the Street Railways of N. Y. City, N. Y. Condensed Milk Co., etc., etc
until they are older.

Castoria.

HOUSES FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.

No. 7.—Filly 5 months, by Also-So, 2.204; dam
by Black Pilot, etc. A good individual.
No 8 — Fillie, yearling by Bayard Wilkes, 2.15;
dam by Daniel Boone.
No. 9 and 10.—Fillies, yearlings and wean
lings, by Bayard Ailkes; dam by Messenger
Wilkes- 2.23; 2nd dam by Winthrop Morrill, etc.
Have scores of others, equally as good, on my
sale list. Can sell colts not quite standard brea,
but well-bred, and good individuals for very low
prices, Write.for descriptions.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infant
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine no
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitut
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor OE
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use b
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allay
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd
cur > Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieve
tee ling troubles, cures constipation and flatulency
C» joria assimilates the food, regulates the stomacl
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

$200worth

The following is a list of Vermont’s 2.30
horses f >r 1892 nearly complete:
Little Dan b s by Star Ethan, 2.27^.
Split Ears ch h by Star Etban, 2.28%.
Charley Ray ch s by Ben Franklin, 2.30.
Katisha b m by Ben Franklin, 2.29%.
Kendal b s by Kent, 2.29%.
Carlton ch h by Mambrino King, 2.28.
Howell b h by Haldane, 2.26%.
Gov. Iltndee ch h by Duke of Brunswick,
2.23.
Jin les b h by Baron Wilkes, 2.28%.
Hydn Park Lambert b s by Addisoa Lambert,
2.27%.
Carlotta, b m by Aristos, 2.26.
Tamerline b h by Atlantic, 2.29.
PnilW blk h bv Columbus Morgan, 2.29.
Joe B, pacer, blk h by Young Drew, 2.29%.
Lynd<»n Bov blk h by Black Morrill, 2.27%.
O well b'k 8, by B^n Frank in, 2.24.
D> ane b s by Deucalion, 2 27%.
Fred Wilkes b s by Red Wilkes, 2.26%.
Swanton Boy b h by Lambert Crampton, 2.23.
Rare Benb h by Ben Franklin, 2 26.
Navarro b h by Nutmont,, 2.23%.
I he following Vermont horses have re
duced their records.
Dymond b h by Happy Medium, 2.17 to
2.15%.
Nutmont b s by Nutbourne, 2.28% to 2.22%.
Charles L, pacer ch h by Eihan Allen, Ash
ley’s 2.24% to 2.20.
Alcander ch h by Alcantara, 2.29% to 2 22%.
Huldy B ch m by Ben Franklin, 2.23% to
2.21%.

firm of
O. P. Bills & Co., bankers, has closed its
doors. Mr. Bills, with others, is locked
in the bank building and refuses all requests for an interview as to why the
bank failed to resume business as usual
yesterday. _____

T

fast horses and fine roadsters of Maine
v which are for sale, and the many buyers who
prefer
horses to any other.
p Send-Maine
in full descriptions for catalogue at
oonce. Number limited.
If you have good horses take advantage of
this
1,1 special Sale at this popular Stable, and
get good money for them.
g
ADDRESS

Elliott’s Maine Horse Agency,

Immigrants on seven steamships at
New York, aggregating in number 2263,
are now awaiting releases from the health
department before they can be allowed to
land.
_
The court sustained the eighteen counts
charging Asa P. Potter with making
false entries in books, and quashed the
eleven counts charging false reports. His i
trial was set for Jan. 24, 1893.
£<

BOWDOINHAM, MAINE.
n25—X2t

LADY AGEN'iS

ANTED for SOMETHING NEW. Every
lady buys one. We supply agents with
goods, and they pay us when sold. Send
fc illustrated circulars ami terms. VALON
for
M
MANUFACTURING CO., No. 2 W. 14th street,
New York City.
o28 ed-X

W

_____________________

As a preventive of the Grip Hood’s Sarsaparilla has grown into great favor. It fortifies “
i he system and purifies the blood.
WANTFTI

Good Canvasser; alary and exlirni I
penses from start sstady work:
good chance for advancement.
BROWN

N.Y.
Children Cry for I*BROS. CO., Nurserymen, Rochester,al3-ed-X8m
Pitcher’s Castoria.

TTTTH

T
o
I
ntroduce
Ou
rPaper.
AUBURN TRUST CO.
INTO NEW HOMES
Recommends the following list of

13 O TQD S

Major Pikestaff (at the Thanksgiving
reunion)—Well, my little man, do you
know what you have to be thankful for?
The Little Man—Yes, indeed, sir. 1
am thankful that there is some Jamaica
ginger in the house.

After a careful examination of the property and
Investigation as to the vaiidity of the issue:
Berlin Aqueduct Company of Berlin Falls, N. H.,
5 p°r cent. 20 year gold bonds.
Maine and New Hampshire Granite Company,
5 per cent. 10 20 year gold bonds.
Battle Creek, Mich., Electric Railway Company,
6 per cent. 20 year gold bonds.
Black Rocks & Salisbury Beach Railway Co.,
Mass., 5 per rent. 20 year gold bonds.
Municipal Security Company, Portland, Me.,
per cent, bonds, due 1896.
Further particulars given on application.
We also offer 4 per cent, interest, payable
semi-annually on deposits, exempt from taxa
tion, amply secured by more than $260,000.

DEPOSITS RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHECK.
Safe Deposit Boxes to rent by the quarter or
year at very low prices. Correspondence Solicited.

-------- o--------

AUBURN TRUST GO.
AUBURN, LMAINE.

Capital Paid in, $130,000.
SAMUEL F. MERRILL, President.
GEORGE C. W IbG, Vice-President.
JAMES F. ATWOOD. Treasurer.

Thanksgiving Gives Joy and Comfort.

Some beautiful thoughts regarding
Thanksgiving are embodied in the fol
lowing paragraph published by Harper’s
Bazar some time ago: “When the heart
is sorest, grief the bitterest, loss the
most extreme, the giving of thanks brings
a relief to the spirit like that of rain to
the thirsty earth. To give thanks to
heaven that we have had the lost to
love, that they are ours, since we love
them still and we cannot love what is
not; to give thanks that they ever ex
isted, that we knew them and had to do
With them, that we had pride and joy in
them—to do this is to put ourselves into
such close connection and conversation
with the all giving power as to receive a
new joy almost as precious as the old.
It is like the breaking of sacramental
bread still with the beloved; it is shar
ing with heaven still their possession.
It is lifting the whole being to the spir
itual plane where the beloved are. It is,
without meaning it, without knowing
it, saying ‘Thy will be done.’ It is en
tering into the close intimacy of that
power dark with excessive brightness.
It makes heavenly joys real, and all but
renews and revivifies the earthly.”
Manufacture of Watch Glasses.

When to I£e<Jp Your Hat On.

The custom of lifting the hat had its
origin during the age of chivalry, when
it was customary for knights never to
appear in public except in full armor.
It became a custom, however, for a
knight, upon entering an assembly of
friends, to remove his helmet, signifying,
“I am safe in the presence of friends.”
The age of chivalry passed away with
the Fifteenth century, but among the
many acts of courtesy which can be
traced back to its influence none is more
direct in its origin than that of lifting
the hat to acknowledge the presence of
a friend.—Detroit Free Press.

In the manufacture of watch glasses
the workman gathers with the blowing
tube several kilograms of glass. Soften
ing this by holding it to the door of
the furnace, he puts the end of the tube
into communication with a reservoir of
compressed air, and a big sphere is blown.
It is of course necessary to get the ex
act proportion of material at the com
mencement of the operation, accompa
nied by a peculiar twist of the hand and
an amazing skillfulness. The sphere
ought to be produced without rents, and
in such dimensions that it is of the re
quisite thickness.
Out of these balls the workman cuts
convex disks of the required size. This
is a delicate operation. A “tournette,” a
kind of compass furnished with a dia
mond in one of its branches, is used.
The diamond having traced the circle,
the glass is struck on the interior and
exterior sides with a stick and the piece
is detached. The disks, which are after
ward traced, are obtained very easily.
They are seized by the thumb, passed
through the aperture already ma ie and
detached by the pressure of two fingers.
t 4n able workman will cut 6,000 glasses a
day.—New York Commercial Advertiser.

We will mail this valuable book to any new subscriber with this paper, weekly
onp year for $1.66. For the benefit of our old subscribers who will also take
hold and work for us we will give this valuable book free for two new sub
scribers. Postage paid in each case.

Auburn Gazette Company, Publishers, Auburn Maine,

THE SPENT BALL.
(Continued From Page 3.

Bense of memory. The tact which throws
doubt upon thia case being such an one
is the apparent continuation or survival
of certain faculties. For instance, the
man is able to reason; he talks not only
with coherence, but he correlates ideas
and words with events; he retains full
grasp of his intellectual acquirements,
as, for instance, the ability to read, to
write. This is very unusual.”
“It can’t be that kind of a case,” re
marked Jones, “for 1 have heard of those
people who came out of an attack of ty
phoid or brain fever and had to com
mence all over again, beginning just as
children do with their alphabet.”
“There is a possibility that such may
be true in this case to the extent 1 have
mentioned. In fact I do not know of
any other explanation, and it would be a
difficult matter to demonstrate.”
“What makes such a thing seem im
possible to me,” 1 replied, “is that this
man was manifestly living in the same
condition at Memphis. He seems to be
existing in intervals, and at the close of
each period his memory becomes a-blank
to all that has preceded.”
“That recurrence in the intervals of
what we might call consciousness could
perhaps be accounted for by a tem
porary lessening of pressure on the brain
if the affection was traceable to an in
jury,” replied the doctor.
“When
through any cause the pressure was re
laxed he would recover the use of facul
ties least affected; when suddenly ac
centuated the brain would relapse into a
torpid condition, while physically the
man might be perfectly well. He would
then act mechanically from muscular
rather than mental volition.”
“By George!” I exclaimed, as a
thought flashed a ray of hope into my
mind, “the scar.”
“What scar?” said the doctor, suddenly
alert
“This man has a scar on the right side
of his head,” 1 responded, indicating the
place above my own ear. “1 first no
ticed it at Memphis, and it was one of
the personal peculiarities by which T
identified him in court when 1 first saw
him here. 1 remember, too, that he told
me it sometimes made him dizzy when
he pressed it.”
“Now we are getting very close to the
seat of the trouble,” said the doctor,
manifestly brightening. “Why did you
not mention this before?”
“1 confess it seemed so trivial a thing
that 1 never thought of it. ”
“It may be the solution of the whole
mystery, and enable us to restore thin
unfortunate to his rightful mind. Come,
gentlemen, let us see the man again at
once. ”
We returned to the cell where Brigham
was confined. He welcomed us very
courteously, but the doctor stood upon
no ceremony. He said brusquely:
“Mr. Brigham, your friends have told
me of an injury to the head which you
once received. J wish to examine it.”
“There is certainly a mark of some
sort upon the side of my head,” was the
prisoner’s reply, “but what it is, or how
it came there, I cannot even infer.”
The doctor’s white, nervous fingers
were already running through the man’s
hair. They stopped a moment over the
point where the scar was. then tightened,
and before we could spring forward to
catch him Brigham grew deathly pale,
his eyes closed, he reeled and fell in a
huddled heap upon the rough wood floor
and lay there as one dead.
“This is the secret!” exclaimed Dr. De
Costa triumphantly, as he stood over the
unfortunate man. “Don’t be excited
gentlemen. He will come to in a few
moments, and presently 1 hope we shall
give this man’s past back to him.”
“You can do that?”
“Assuredly. In some way, which we
shall perhaps learn from the lips of the
patient himself, this man was injured in
the head. A minute fragment of the
skull was carried away. In time the skin
grew over the wound and formed a
tough, serviceable cover. But it exerted
a certain local pressure which is intensi
fied to unconsciousness, as you have seen,
by slight pressure. When this man re
covers what in his case is only partial
consciousness he will probably have en
tered upon another phase of life, and
will have completely forgotten the events
which have distinguished the interval
that has el&psed since he last lost con
sciousness. It will suit our purpose to
mislead him a little, so please follow my
directions.”
The doctor dipped his handkerchief in
a cup of water which stood near by, and
laid it on the forehead of the unconscious
man. Presently life began to assert it
self. He breathed convulsively, his eyes
twitched and then his lips opened a little
and he moaned like one in pain.
“Let us lift him to the bed,” said the
ftoctor in a whisper. We obeyed his
directions, and stood around the low
touch breathlessly awaiting the next act
in this strange drama of life.
In a few minutes the color began to
come back into the wan cheeks, the eyes
opened wearily and Brigham asked:
“Where am I?”
“You are in bed at present,” replied
the doctor, tying a handkerchief quickly
about his patient’s head.
“But what has happened? I feel weak
and dizzy.”
“Nothing very serious—a slight fall,
which has hurt your head a little. 1
Bhall bind it up and you will soon be
well.”
“No, nor are you likely to until you
recover from the shock and I dress the
wound. It is not a very serious one, but
I shall have to stitch it up, and when 1
get ready to do it I want you to take a
little ether.”
“But 1 am not afraid of the pain.”
“Ah, I know that, but you might
bother me. Men who are not afraid of
pain are a greater nuisance to doctors
than those who are.”
“Are these physicians too?” our late
comrade asked, moving his hand toward
Jones and L It was evident he had no
recollection of ever having seen us be
fore.
“They are my assistants,” replied the
doctor curtly, “and 1 shall now ask one
of them to go to the hotel and bring my
operating case to me.”
“Let me go,” said Jones. ‘Tm glad
to get a chance to breathe the puxe air
again.”

He was not gone long, and nttie was
“I'd marry tnat woman tomorrow if Ij her conversation, which was confined to
“On my honor as a gentleman, as a
social commonplaces, betrayed the fact,
said while he was absent. Dr. De Costa fsoldier,” and the doctor laid his hand could.”
ne and after awhile we drifted apart and 1
made a pretense of examining the wound, 1upon his heart.
“Believe me, you are not the only one
did not see her again that afternoon.
and with great gravity explained to me
“But what has happened in all this in who would make the sacrifice,” I said
I saw her quite often after that at din
that it was merely a flo~h wound, and 1terval—this blank in my life?”
somewhat cynically. “She would make
The
ners and teas, and though we talked to
that the operation of sevw g it would be
“That we only know in part. Of the any man happy.”
im
gether
on
these
occasions
I
never
knew
a simple one. When his operating case jlast few months we know something.
“But tell me about her. Quick, I am
mate is
was handed to him he opened ii, and Of
( the period before these gentlemen impatient to know. Tell me all about her better than on the first day I met
her.
I
often
wondered
why
she
toleratani-mated
took from a morocco pocketbook a thin first knew you we are ignorant. These her and my association with her. Why,
sheet of beaten silver. This he cut with ,years have been like strands absorbed what a fool I must have been! Her td me, for 1 felt sure she disliked me,
he but I had to take it out in wondering.
when he
a pair of scissors to the desired shape, into
•
the woof of the universal life, in presence would be enough to restore the
1 started into Boston on a warm after
and he exercised great care in filing and distinguishable
‘
balance of one’s reason.”
and lost.”
sees and
noon in June to attend to a matter of
polishing the edges so that there should
“Or unseat it,” 1 interjected.
“Well,” said the wounded man, when
be no ragged protuberances.
jhe knew all that the doctor and I could
“My boy,” and here the major looked business. Taking a Park square car I
seizes on
ch rode into Beacon street and from there
Presently, when all was ready, he pre- tell him, “it is something to have re upon me appealingly, “there isn’t much
pared a paper funnel, into which he (covered one’s past.”
left to tell. Put ydurself in Kinsey,’s walked across the Common. When I
the
placed a piece of cloth saturated with
place. What would you have done, do
do had gone about half of the way I saw
“And to have a future,” I added.
•
Miss
Ormsby
approaching
from
the
opether, and this he directed me to hold
you suppose? Why, stopped at Memphis,
over Brigham’s nose and mouth. When
of course, just as he did. It’s strange posite direction. She was bewitchingly
that unfortunate had fallen into a deep
how a man will put off meeting even the dressed and looked even more fascinat•or ing man usual. I was lazy, for it wa3
sleep, the doctor seized his scalpel and
people he loved by reason of kinship for
went to work with the air of a man who
a little thing like that, but he will every a hot day, and did not feel energy
knows thoroughly what is to be done,
time. You might say it was an awk enough for a protracted conversation; so
and has abundant confidence in his own
ward thing for Kinsey to explain. I’ll ,| it was with a determination of not stopve ping if I could help it that 1 advanced
ability to do it. I watched his keen
grant you that; but then it would have
ve j; toward her.
knife as it moved here and there, bal
been deucedly awkward not to have
Jsg |I “Ah, Mr. Cummings,” she cried, as I
anced by a hand which knew no tremor.
married the girl. I’ll leave you to guess
in season.
in £reeted ber, “you are the very man I
The thick skin from which the hair
how he did it. That is not important in
ire
want
to
see.
1
was
looking
for
some
had been shaved by a few dextrous
its relation to this incident, and I’m sure i
irokes was cut in wide V shape and
I don’t know the particulars, for they knight to serve me and here he is.”
“1 have done nothing to deserve that
The quid
laid back, showing a small ragged open
never told me. But every year I spend
■
title as yet. Miss Ormsby,” I replied,
ing in the bone which nature had sought
my holidays with Jack Kinsey in his big,
warms his
Qg “but I shall be delighted to win my spurs
to protect by an added growth of the
hospitable home on the bluff, overlooking
epidermis. Exposed before us was the
the river at Memphis, and I’m sure of aa in
1 your service.”
heart,
gives
“Very prettily answered,” she re
Drain of this man who had said he had
welcome as long as I choose to stay.”
1
turned
laughing,
“
but
do
not
be
fearful,
no past. Over this opening the small
THE END.
•‘great hopes.”
I am not going to set you fighting any
silver shield was fitted with wonderful
dragon or indulging in any tournament;
nicety and fixed in place; then the skin
Most for
it might spoibyour clothes.”
was drawn back and a few stitches com
I winced; she was making fun of me,
“Clothed in my right mind, and, what
your money.
pleted the work. It was an hour fromt
and hugely enjoyed my discomfiture.
the time 1 first held the ether to Brig-• is
i better still, soon to see the dear ones
Sold
1 put the best face 1 could on the
ham’s nostrils to the time when the doc-■ at
a home. It is pretty hard for a man vG
matter, however, and replied that I
tor rose to his feet, and wiping his blood jlose five of his best years—to feel that
[ Everywhere 111
should be delighted to slay all the knights
stained Lugers upon the wet handkcr- tthere is a blank there which can never
and
dragons
in
creation,
if
she
so
com

chief looked down upon his work.
*be filled in—but it is something to have
manded.
“We shall soon know what we have! rmade such friends as you have been.”
“Why,” she said laughing, “it’s not
done,” he said. “If the operation is suc’
The speaker was Jack Kinsey. You
quite so bad as all that, but 1 would be
cessful, the probabilities are that this’ would scarcely have recognized in him
Very much obliged to you if you would
t man will take up the thread of his life’ the Ansil Berner who was accused of
leave this little package at the ribbon
1 had scarcely noticed the girl when 1
’ where he left off when that wound was1 the
.
murder of Mme. Armand, though
counter at Jordan & Marsh’s for me. gave her the ribbon, but as she left the
inflicted. ”
you might have recognized him as the
I know it’s a good deal to ask this hot Store I looked at her more closely and
‘ ‘ Did we whip them?” It was Brigham jJason Brigham of the Memphis Ava
day, and it will be a dreadful bore to | saw that she was singularly refined for
who spoke. He raised up on his elbow lanche
j
staff. A couple of weeks had
you to do it, but you see I have to be in her position, besides being remarkably
and a smile broke over his face. “I war* done wonders for him. Through the
Cambridge in half an hour and can’t handsome. I determined to follow hel
hit then, was I? Well, you don’t think; active efforts of our friend the judge, to
possibly go myself.” I protested that I and find out something about her if I
its very bad, eh, doctor? It can’t be very gether with the intercession of Dr. De
should be delighted to execute the com could. Waiting, therefore, till she w»
serious or *1 would feel worse—in the’ Costa, it had been a matter of small
mission, and asked if there was any mes well out of sight I called a cab and or
head, eh—a piece of shell, I suppose, or trouble to secure full exoneration for
sage to be delivered with the packet.
dered the driver to take me to the street
a minnie ball.”
him. We were going north together,
“Message! no, indeed! Do you think in which she lived. I soon stood before
“Yes, a spent ball,” said the doctor and had chosen that most delightful of
I know you men so little? Why, I would the house; it was very plain and unpre
softly.
aall the luxurious methods of travel—
no more think of giving a man a mes tentious, being built of red brick, with
“But I say, you don’t belong to the1 steamer
s
on the Mississippi.
sage than I would of flying. There is a green blinds, and having a door in the
Fifteenth. By George, I haven’t fallen1
The wires had told the story of hia
little note inside that explains every center. Within the door a very unattract
into the hands of the Johnnies, have I?” plong absence to the old folks at home,
thing, so all you will have to do is to ive servant girl was scrubbing the floor
and the patient’s eyes opened wide in Aand had brought Jack the glad news
leave it,” and she departed laughing. I of the little hall. I made up my mind
quizzical inquiry. “That would be a that there were no vacant places in the
stood for a moment or two watching her that this must be a cheap boarding house
joke on me, wouldn’t it, and I guess 1 home he had left. Better than that,
and then laughed myself. She was cer and determined to interrogate the girl
never would hear the last of it in our they had brought him plenty of money,
tainly very original, and the whole epi concerning the lodgers.
mess.”
ffor
( Jack’s father was a retired Philadel
sode rather pleased me.
“What the deuce is ho talking about?” pphia merchant. So we journeyed north
“Yes, of course. Excuse me if I seem
I sauntered up Tremont to Boylston inquisitive, but I am very much inter
asked Jones in a stage whisper. “Off ward.
v
If it had been wholly left to
and did two or three small errands on ested in Miss Mason’s welfare. May I ask
jJack we would have gone up by rail,
his nut, haft be, Doc?”
the way. Then I started down Wash what caused the shock?”
“Not a Cut of it,” replied that dis- but I had a reason of my own for urging
ington street, but only got as far as the
tinguished gentleman, who had been the river route, and as yet I had not
“Why, certainly,” I replied, growing
Adams House, where I saw a friend in more and more surprised as the conver
watching his patient with great intent- taken the object of my solicitude into
the office, and just dropping in to chat sation continued. “She received a pack
ness. “He is fighting over the battle or nmy confidence. We were sitting on the5
Most men regard five o’clock teas as
aa with him for a minute staid nearly half an age the contents of which seemed to
skirmish in which he was wounded.”
c
cabin
deck smoking our cigars when1 an unmitigated nuisance, and class them,
n> hour. Suddenly 1 remembered the pack- startle her.”
“But say,” broke in Jones, “that Jack
j
—whom Jones would persist in call■ together with house/cleanings, shopping
couldn’t be; it’s close to six years since ing Brigham, because he said this thing■ tours and sewing circles as necessary et, and my conscience smote me; per
“Yes, I know; it was a sample of ribry haps Miss Ormsby wanted it delivered »
the war closed.”
0of a man having so many names per* evils imposed by society md dear to the
’
‘Here’s mine—you are welcome to it;
h0 in a hurry, and I had forgotten all
“There have been no years since then plexed
p
him —uttered the words with1 hearts of women. One cause of this
can I give you any assistance?”
bs
a
bout
it.
for him,” replied the doctor. “I told you which
v
this chapter opens.
feeling may arise from the fact that here
“No, nothing; I am the only one who
10
I was soon at Jordan & Marsh’s, and
he would take up his life where he laid
“We have only done what you wouldI if nowhere else, the lord of creation is after some trouble found my way to the can save her. This is an awful sort of
it down when that wound was inflicted. have done in like circumstances,” I re■ put in the background, and is of no use
80 ribbon counter. Speaking to the first marriage day for her though, poor girl.”
He is fulfilling my prediction.”
pplied. “But it does seem hard to lose> whatever, except to fill up pauses in con
Eight o’clock found me before her
n' g^rl that confronted me I said: “I was
“By George, didn’t we make great those years.”
versation and throw into bolder relief requested to leave this littlb package house, clad in my dress suit and other
work of that supply train. 1 wonder
“You cannot imagine how grotesque* by his plain attire the more striking cos>s‘ here. I suppose it is expected.” The wise equipped for an evening can. in
what Old Hood will say when he hears it all seems,” said Jack. “Why, it ap‘ tumes of the fair sex. This tea drinking,
girl hesitated for a minute, and while front of the door stood a carriage, evi
how we made bonfires of his cherished pears
p
to me as though it was only last* moreover, seems to many men a useless
dently waiting for some one. 1 deter
:S3
pontoon bridge?. ”
vweek that I left home a mere stripling. waste of time, because it is of no prac- she did so another young woman came mined to wait also and see who was
“What was your regiment?” asked the £It seems as though it was only yesterdayr tical value in the sight of the world. ,c* hurriedly up and taking the package going out. Perhaps five minutes had
said: “Yes, it is all right—the purchase
doctor quietly.
that the colonel handed me my commis
Let it be understood once for all, then,
n» was made from me; I am expecting it.” elapsed when the front door opened, and
“Why, the Fifteenth Pennsylvania cav sion as lieutenant. I cannot realize that* that to gi ve a successful five o’clock tea re>e“ 1 handed it to her and turned away, say- Miss Ormsby, clad in a light gray travel
airy, of course. Why do you ask me the war has closed, that the armies have> quires great talent and is an art acquired
ing as I did so that the message was in- ing dress, came out and stepped into
that?”
left the field, and that the country is1 by few, implying as it does the ability
the carriage. She carried a small bag in
ty closed within.
“And where was this fight you were nnow at peace. All this is a grotesque! to get just the right people together
er
I had scarcely gone more than a step her hand, and gave her directions to the
hit in?”
f.fancy to me. And then to think what I■ and to let them eat, drink and be merry
ry or two when I heard something heavy .driver in so low a tone of voice that I
“Oh, come now, what are you asking have done all this intervening time—‘ at the time when the majority of mann" fall, followed almost instantly by a cry could not catch what she said. I drew
me that for?”
that not a memory survives of any of* kind wishes to be doing something else.
ie- of dismay from the girls at the counter. back into the shadow lest she could see
“Because I want to know.”
y
those
apparently lucid periods. But IL Mrs. X-----, as is well known in CamD_ ! Turning around I saw that the girl to me when she drove off; but no sooner
“And you don’t?”
81
suppose the doctor was right, and that: bridge, possesses this talent in a marked whom I had given the packet had fallen was she gone than I rang the bell and
“Don’t what?”
eeach
.
time the pressure upon my brain■ degree, and happy is he who is favored to the floor, and a moment sufficed to inquired of the maid who answered it
“Don’t know?”
g
grew too great it was like the sudden1 with one of her invitations. I, myself, discover that she had fainted. A little if she was at home.
“Of course not, or I would not have letting down of the curtain upon an act; never fail to attend, and from the crowds
1 was told that she was not, but had
ds
asked.”
in a play. It blotted out from memory that throng her parlors I do not think
ik crowd had gathered around her, but she gone out to a large ball that was to be
“Well, where have you been the last all
a that had preceded.”
that I am any exception to the general
al was at once carried away to a dressing given that night in Boston, and to which
few weeks, anyhow?”
“We had very excellent evidence of rule. 1 do not know whether it is the
io room near by, where she received such I also had been invited. I overstepped
“Why, at Thornhill; and I guess if you tlthat,” replied Jones, “when our friendlyr pleasant people you always meet there, assistance as was necessary.
the bounds of conventionality so far as
look it up on the map you’ll find it’s in advances
a
were coolly repelled. But 1 or the beauty of the house, or the deeThe crowd followed as crowds do, and to ask whom she had gone with, and
Alabama. But say, if 1 am a prisoner am
a off to interview the pilot, and youL licious wafers you are treated to, or the
^0 I was left alone by the counter. Before was not a little surprised to learn that it
and you are one of those Johnny rebs fellows
f(
can sit here and philosophize or eggshell cups out of which you sip your
** me lay the package, which she had let was none other than Mr. Frank Holden.
we’ve been after, you’ll have to ’fess up r
ruminate all you want to.”
I walked away a few steps from the
chocolate; or last, but by no means least,
it, fall when she fainted. It was opened
that you’ve got mighty near the end of
When our companion had gone 1L the grace of the hostess herself; but it is and 1 saw that it contained a sample of house and then stopped to think. Mr.
your tether. *’
titurned to Kinsey and said, “There was1 charming and soothing and restful, and
id purple ribbon and no writing of any kind Holden I had good reason to suppose was
The doctor winced a little bit and one
0
thing 1 have not yet spoken to youJ you go away feeling that you have spent
at . whatever; evidently it could have had in Malden—at least I was very sure that
Baid: “I’ll ’fess up that 1 was one of about,
a
and it is high time you knew it.” a very delightful half hour. 1, indeed,
d, 1 nothing to do with her faintness, which m the case, is trite enough to be sure;
those rebs, but that’s a long time ago
“Don’t look so serious, old fellow,” he1 have good reason to remember one of I supposed was caused by the heat of the md I have invariably found it to be true.
now; you’ve whipped us, and what we n
replied. “It was not very bad, was it?” these teas at least, for it was there I first
Who was the woman?
st day.
want to know is something about you.”
Every indication so far pointed to but
“That depends on how you look at it,” met Miss Ormsby.
It was a bore anyhow, and I hated
“Well, this is great sport. Anyhow I retorted. “The fact is you were guilty
She impressed me as soon as I saw her,
r, scenes. Why could she not have fainted me, and that was Miss Ormsby.
I’m glad I fell into your hands, for you of a very grave breach of faith at Mem for she combined qualities unusual in a a little later, and have given me a chance
There was but one break in tho chain
don’t appear like such a bad kind of a phis,
p
and 1 want you to make repara woman. Tall and slender, with golden
-n to have got out of the way? Most of the of the evidence that marked her out as
fellow; but what makes you say it waa ti
tion.”
brown hair and a fair skin just tinged
Jd people who saw it, I suppose, thought 1 being at the bottom of the matter, and
a long time ago?”
“If I wronged any man I will do himt here’and there with a suspicion of the
ie had something to do with it, and if I that was the absence of any motive for
“Because it was, let me see—what was ample
a:
justice.”
brunette, she presented externally the
ie stayed here much longer I should make getting rid of the shop girl in J ordan <&
the exact date of that fight at Thornhill?”
“But it was worse than that.”
appearance of a woman easily moved and
id a fool of myself, I accordingly moved Marsh’s.
“Oh, pshaw, you’re joking now. Why
Evidently I must try to find out what
“Worse?”
easily influenced. When you heard her
ar off to another part of the store; but beJanuary third, eighteen hundred and
“Yes; you stole a woman’s heart—the’ talk you changed your opinion, for you
>u fore I could get to the strest I was met I could from Miss Ormsby. That, how
Bixty-five, of course.”
hheart of a very sweet and amiable wom■ knew that she meant what she said. by several of my lady friends, who ever, was no easy matter, for I knew her
“So it was, so it was; just five years an
a] too. In fact, you made love to her’ Miss Ormsby never said, “1 think such a seemed much amused to see me in Jor- character well enough to know that I
and two months ago.”
qdesperately, won her affections, secured* thing is so;” it was always, “I know it
is dan & Marsh’s. I was glad they had not could not make her tell me what she did
“Well, if you ain’t the queerest fellow her pledge to marry you, and then disap■ so,” and this waB a key to her whole
10 seen the little episode; 1 should never Bot choose to, though I began to have an
I ever did run across. Say, I knew you peared
p£
on the very night on which you character. Like Pilate, her motto was,
a, have heard the last of it. My little con- I unpleasant feeling that she might be refellows got dreadfully mixed up on thing? declared your affection.”
“What 1 have written, 1 have written;” versation with these ladies, however, ! sponsible for a— Well, I would wait
in general, but, by Jove, you didn’t try
“You are not serious?” ’
and her will was as the law of the Medes
es took up some time, and when I reached ! till I heard something more from Mal
to doctor up the calendar any, did you?”
“I was never more so in my life.”
and Persians, unalterable. Her purpose
30 the main entrance I was annoyed to find den, and meantime I would make a party
“You think I am joking,” replied the
“But this is really too much. I can’t might be crushed by the force of circuma- that the girl who had fainted was just call that I owed to Miss Ormsby.
doctor seriously, “but 1 am in very great marry
m
a woman whose acquaintance I stances, but it was never changed. Withk- being helped into a cab. 1 followed
How the devil did you know it thought
earnest It is more than five years ago would
w
have to make all over again.”
out, and to the world as a whole, she
10 her out of the store, saw her put into the thought I to myself, but I did not say so.
gince that skirmish took
at Thorn
“Not so fast, not so fast! Who knows was as docile as a kitten; within, and to
“Red ribbon, wasn’t it?” he continued.
to carriage and heard the driver directed to
din, wnen Hood’s train was destroyed. that she will want to marry you? Wom herself, she was a tigress in strength and
id a house in a poor but respectable part of “But of course it was.”
You were struck in the head and have en are fickle creatures. To make sure of brutality. The world at large does not
“No,” I replied, “it was purple.”
ot South Boston.
been unconscious ever since.”
m
__
--------------------------------------- —
......
■ ■————
marrying them you must keep them in know this and probably will not believe
If I had struck him a blow in the face
“Unconscious for five years?”
the humor. One cannot raise the siege it, for Miss Ormsby i« a leader in society
he could not have been more startled.
“I call it that because I suppose yon BD
U1 instant. This woman, as I have said, and society does not like a tigress; she is
He turned very pale and staggered like
have no consciousness of what has taken is sweet and amiable. But, mark you, like a wolf in a fold of conventional
a drunken man. I looked at him, too as
place in the interval, though to all in- Bhe has plenty of spirit, is as high met lambs, and is called by the world a strong
tonished to speak; “Purple?” he gasped;
tents and purposes you were, so far as tled as a Kentucky colt She has suitors minded woman. So well, however, did
then, without giving me time to speak,
your associates knew, in possession of by the score, and though she appeared the kitten conceal the tigress that no one
he continued: “There must be some
your faculties.”
heartbroken at your mysterious disap has ever suspected her, nor would I if I
dreadfuLnjistake: ypu say she went out?”
“But the war?”
pearance, she may be wearing some other had not seen her claws.
Contiaued next Friday.
“It closed long ago.”
*gallant’s heart upon her sleeve ere now.” I As 1 said, I was introduced to her at
“And my regiment,the Fifteenth Penn“Well, tell me whether she was fair or Mrs. X----- ’s five o’clock tea, and 1 at
Sylvania cavalry?”
A Safe Investment.
plain. I’d like to know what kind of once became interested in her. It is con
“Disbanded long since.”
L
Is une v^hich is guaranteed to bring yon
taste I displayed during the time when sidered a fine thing for a man to be able
1 satisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret
“And me?”
my brain was playing such tricks with to size up mentally and morally any
urn of pure hase price. On this safe plan you
“Enrolled, perhaps, among the miss- me.”
woman that he meets; but it is very un
can buy from our advertised Druggist a bottle
ing.”
of Dr. King s New Discovery for Consump
“I’ll do better and show you her pho- ; pleasant when a woman turns the tables
“But the folks at home in the old tograph,
tc
tion It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
” I responded, taking it from on you and does the sizing up herself.
case when used for any affection of Throat
homestead on the Wissahickon?”
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whoopir g
“Watching yet for yeur return; and the
y1 case in which I carried it and extend So it was with Miss Ormsby; I knew be
ing it toward him. “Judge for your fore I had been talking with her five
Cough. Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant and
not yet without hope, I trust.”
1D
agreeable - to taste, perfectly safe, and can
“My God, is it possible that this is self.
8e He” looked at it a long time, admiration minutes that she had taken my measure,
always be depended upon.
true—that I have been dead and yet growing upon his face as he studied each so to speak, and I also had an unpleas
Trial bottles free at E. H. Gerrish’s Drugstore
ant conviction that the result was not
1
Lisbon St Lewiston
alive for five years, Tell me it is all a P
lineament.
Then he said:
mr complimentary to myself. Nothing in
joke.”
u
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FASHION SUPPLEMENT

EDUCATION OF GIRLS.
THE BEST WAY TO TRAIN UP THE
AVERAGE AMERICAN GIRL.
Miss Frances Funston, of New York City,
Was Awarded a Prize by the New York

opment of both sexes and few of either at
tain it. Men through generations have had
hereditary practical experience and a cer
tain hardness acquired in dealing with the
world, and to men education is free to
each, after the rudiments, to study for his
work. Give the women the same freedom
and the same practical aptitude and expe <
rience and they never fails in their duty.Frances Funston in New York Herald.

A Woman’s Scrub Bath.

Nothing on earth will help a woman
more to preserve her general health and
good complexion than a daily scrub bath.
Get enough Turkish toweling by the yard
(you can get remnants) to make two pairs
of thumbless mittens just large enough to
slip over the thumb and allow the hand to
stretch flat; also a large, rough towel and
a generous supply of tepid water, and of
course soap, and either another towel to
stand on or a piece of oilcloth four feet
square.
It i3 .very important to have a warm
room, so that the body may not be chilied
when you doff your garments. After tak
ing everything off stand on the oilcloth or
towel in front of your basin, slip your mit
tens on and dip them in the water, squeeze
the drips from the mittens, soap well and
rub the body all over, beginning at the
neck and ending with the toes. Take off
the mittens, lay them down beside the ba
sin; all the soil of the body will be in those
mittens. Take your second pair of mittens,
slip them on and go over your body again.’
rinsing the mittens several times, thus.
Take the soap off the arms, then rinse the
waist, etc. Bathing thus rests and strength
ens a tired body.
It takes from eight to ten minutes to
wash from top to toe and to rinse the mil
tens in a second water ready for another
day. It is well to put them in the air to
sw’eeten and to have them boiled once a
week to keep them pleasant.—New York
Press.
_______

Herald for the Following Interesting
and Instructive Article,

HAPPINESS AS WELL AS RESPONSI
BILITIES OF MOTHERS.

The subject of the proper education of
women to meet the problems of the present
To be the mother of rosy, rollicking chil
century is now a very live topic. When dren,
what happier fate could one desire?
one looks around and out on the mass of And yet there are those who “out-Herod?’
women who are forced to rely upon their Herod in their determination to evade the
own efforts, it is amazing how much they responsibility of child rearing. “How I
accomplish with the slight equipment for envy you your children!” said a kind
hearted Christian woman to me, “but, oh,
such exertion that many of them possess.
That women possess all the qualities of I never could assume such a responsibil
men, except perhaps physical strength, no ity!”
Responsibility? Fiddlesticks! What a
one now cares to deny. We all know that
down through the ages of history women flimsy covering for selfishness, in most
there have been who have held positions of cases. There is plenty of responsibility,
great responsibility; women who have but the thought is made too great a bur
risen to the very height of power and in den—too great a bugbear. When a mother
fluence; but such women have been the ex has done all she can for her children—-by
example, precept and prayer—may she not
ceptions of the age in which they lived.
Had all women enjoyed the mental train leave the result to an All Wise Father, who
ing that the men of their class and age re knoweth and doeth all things well?
Aged mothers will tell you that at no
ceived it is difficult to say what result
time did they enjoy life so well as when
might not have been accomplished.
That they have not had that training is their children were about their knees. We
evident. We all know the history of the who are enjoying that period, with all the
courageous ones who have at last changed labor it entails, are inclined to be skeptical.
May they not be right? Best they are in
the current of popular thought, so that all
many respects. Best for influence; best
fields are practically open to women.
How shall she best be trained to meet all for opportunities; best for planting of good
the new requirements? To the question, seed for the reaping by and by. Ah! we
What education shall woman have? the mothers have not far to look for our mis
answer ifow*Is, All she wishes or can re sion. The work is here. Then let us enter
into it with heartfelt earnestness, but with
ceive.
The problems that confront her today none of the feeling of I-can’t-shoulder-theare varied, and the calls upon her are un responsibility.
Fob the first ten years of a child’s life
ceasing.
First, she should be taught to take care mamma is everything to it, and in those
of her health, so as to be sound physically; years must most of the so called training
without that she cannot hope to be sound be done. For this I do not feel myself ca
pable of giving any rules. My own short
and strong mentally.
The only reason why there is any need comings are manifold, but there is one
to discuss the question placed at the head thing I would like to say—send the chil
of this letter is that she has not always dren to bed happy. This may seem a small
had the facility for mental training that thing in itself, but its results for good are
infinite.
her brothers have had.
At this hour the noisy play is hushed
Look at the great army of noble women
of the past and present. Take our lessons and they are ready to talk over the doings
from those who have made the world bet of the day reflectively; tender thoughts
ter by living in it. Do we not find in their creep in unbidden and the plastic mind re
lives that they possess the most beautiful tains easily any impression. See to it then
of all traits—self control. This has not that no attendant fills their little heads
been obtained by an idle life nor by efforts with ghost stories or other like recitals.
to assert themselves, to secure for them If possible attend them yourself, and if
selves the greatest amount of comfort, but there are little ones, lie down beside them,
rather by quiet self sacrifice and by self and with their clinging arms about your
training, first in study and next in inter neck tell them tender, loving stories until
course with the wrorld, and by such self their eyes fclose in sleep; you will feel well
discipline that all her faculties respond to repaid and can go about your work with a
lighter heart.
her will.
There are mothers and mothers, loving,
Her perceptive faculties should be well
cultivated, so that she comprehends quick sympathetic, spiritual mothers, and others
ly, sees at a glance what is to be done, and who are mere physical mothers, and out
taught absolutely to rely upon her own side the ranks are those who dare not come
ability to do what is required. These in because of the responsibility.
A childless wife! Speak the words sadly;
things are innate in most women. They
should be developed to their utmost limit. they know not what they miss. To be
Then woman needs to be taught that ac one with the Creator in the God given
curacy and attention to detail should not power of motherhood, to feel that we are
necessarily result in a narrowing of her objects of his special care, is it not suf
ficient? Let us then be glad of the re
meatal horizon.
Systematic regulation of daily habits are sponsibility.—Housekeeper.
©f vast importance, and should be insisted
•upon in early life, trained in so thoroughly
The Unheard of Business Woman.
and persistently that one is able to arrange
A business woman! Who is the business
for all caHs upon time, and effort uncon woman, about whom so much is heard
sciously. This must de none early m me* nowadays? Is she found only in certain
however, and must bo judiciously done, or pursuits that require special business fac
the result will be fussiness.
ulties? Or are these faculties the same
The reasoning faculties must not be over that are required of the successful teacher,
looked; perhaps that can best be done by a housekeeper or writer? She who has the
thorough grounding in mathematics, which courage to master difficulties, who is
most women dislike. Their intuitive in prompt, self reliant and responsible, who
tincts are in the way there, for it is easier
systematically, who carries that en
to jump at a conclusion, nine times out of works
into whatever she undertakes
ten, and jump right, too, than to take the thusiasm
shall insuro success, is she not a
time to follow out a long chain of to them which
woman, no matter what her vocauseless deductions, only to arrive at what business
tion2>— ________________
- —
they knew all the time.
Economical Household Purchases.
While some contend that mathematics
It is well understood, or it should be,
are the best aids to a broadening of those
faculties that women are supposed to
that discretion in buying and skill in cook
most deficient in, it seems to me that a ing are both vital to true economy. The
general training in the field of literature woman who should go to a dry goods store,
will be of incalculable benefit.
and, without specifying what particular
History particularly should not be over kind of cloth she wanted, direct the sales
looked—not the mere study of events, but man to give her enough of the best woolen
what influences and causes -were at work goods for a dress, and who should then hard
upon the lives and characters of the people the material over to her dressmaker with
who have preceded us and are about us instructions merely to make it well and
now, and who have controlled individual trim it becomingly, might or might no"
and social development.
be well dressed. It is fairly certain that she
I think that and kindred subjects tend would not be economically dressed. Yet
to widen the mental scope, and to give a thousands of women give orders after pre
clearer and sounder judgment. All wom cisely this fashion to their butchers and
en should be encouraged in taking up sys cooks, and are then despondent because
tematically those subjects that tend to lift their bills are so large.
them above the routine work which they
It is a primary duty of the housekeeper
are apt to fall into by the constant atten to understand the relative values of the
tion to home duties. It is fully demon goods, and to know how they should be
strated now that there need be no fear that cooked to preserve those values. If the
by aiding in an all round culture for wom most expensive viands are desired, all
en they will give less attention to their right. Let them be so prepared that they
household duties.
shall justify their cost. They do not neces
It will, I know, help them to a more in sarily traverse the principles of true econo
telligent performance of those same duties. my. But the most expensive viands, while
A harmoniously educated woman will they are likely to be the best for their par
rise to any emergency; will be ready to ticular purposes, are entirely out of place
meet any problem of this or any other age. in the preparation of other equally valua
Teach them to use every faculty that ble and equally toothsome dishes. Their
God has endowed them with. A woman Use then becomes gross extravagance. If
may be taught to care for her house, to do the housekeeper knows the character of
with her own hands every part of the work each article of food that is bought, and de
required, for it is only by “doing” that we votes each to its proper use, she has mas
are well taught.
tered the great principle of dietetic econo
She may ride, dance, sing, and in fact my.—American Analyst.
have all the accomplishments that will add
Why Women Are Not Humorists.
to her attractiveness, which last is of great
A writer in the open letter department
importance in this age. If women are to
be earnest workers they must not forget of The Centpry asks why in literature
their claim to beauty, but see always that there are no lady humorists. He then
the proper attention is given to the adorn goes on to answer his question by explain
ing of their outward persons as well as to ing that from childhood man finds the
the cultivation of their intellects. Women sawdust dropping out of everything, and
should be taught to dress well. Personal soon discovers the worthlessness of much
presence is an element of power in both that passes for valuable. Therefore he
men and women. In fact I do not know learns to smile and to say, “Is it not ab
that women need be taught or educated so surd?” instead of allowing his passion for
much as to be given more freedom to use something to adore override his growing
fully and without harsh criticism what desire for truth. But, on the other hand, a
they know so well howto do without being woman’s idols are so much a part of her
life that when they are broken she cannot
taught.
The modern gift of civil rights to woman snap her^fingers nor seek mirth as an
imposes upon her civil liabilities. In many avenue of escape. Women may possibly
spheres she does men’s work—all are open grow satirical, but satire is only a form of
to her save those that demand higher phys humor. “When life ceases to be in some
ical strength. In those that call for deli way holy, or at any rate ideal, then womcacy and quickness of perception, patience , en’s creative faculty terminates,” says the
and refinement, she can equal men. Log writer. “She ends where man’s talent as
ical power of thought is the highest devel a humorist begins.”

Imitating Mother.

“Jack!” screamed a bright eyed, golden
haired, fair faced little girl of no more
than six summers to her younger brother
who had dumped himself under the wall
where he was digging sand with a strip of
shingle. “Jack, you good for nothing little
scamp, you are the torment of my life!
Come right into the house this minute, or
I’ll take the very hide off’n you! Come in,
I say!”
“Why, Totty I” exclaimed her father, who
chanced to come up at that moment.
“What in the world are you saying? Is
that the way you talk to your little
brother?”
“Oh, no, papa,” answered the child
promptly and with an innocent smile.
“We was playing keep house and I am
Jack’s mamma, arid I was talking to him
just as mamma talked to me this morn
ing.”—St. Louis Republic.

Browned rice kernels are recommended
as a palatable and wholesome substitute
for coffee for children or invalids.

A Girl’s Choice.

A girl, if she cannot always choose, can1
always refuse, and generally her difficulty
is this: It is evident that this man is mak
ing love to me. I do not love him, but 1I
think I might do so if I choose. Shall 1[
choose or shall I forbear? It is here thatr
the power of choice comes in, and it is here
that the voice of prudence must be heard,,
if it is to be heard at all. In such circum
stances a girl will act wisely if she pays?
considerable attention to the general opin-
ion that is held of the gentleman in question by his professional brethren or his3
business acquaintances. It is, in short, nott
the man who is agreeable among women,.
but he who is well liked by his own sex:
who is the man to choose as a husband.
There are certain persons, however, ofI
the opposite sex who are almost as goodI
judges of Oman’s disposition as those off
his own—and they are his sisters. A girlI
can always tell how a man stands with nis»
sisters. If they are really fond of him, she*
may feel almost sure that he will make ai
good husband. A mother of course always5
speaks well of her son. It is not what shej
says of him, but his behavior to her that:
is to be looked to. And a lady may feelI
certain of this point—that as a man nowr
treats his mother and sisters, so he willI
treat her six months after marriage.
All this may seem very cold blooded, very'
far removed from the tender feeling whichi

tne courtsnip induces. But, alter an, a
girl has a choice to make, a choice upon
which the whole happiness of her life may
depend, and there is always a time, whether
she notices it or not, before she parts with
the control of her heart, at which she ought
to listen to her judgment.—Domestic Magazine.
Fashion Writers and Fact.

I cannot understand why the fashion
writers completely ignore all classes but
the very wealthy, but they do it nevertheless, and I am getting downright mad. So
there! I wonder if they think there are no
women except the very rich and the very
poor. If so they are mistaken, for the vast
majority of women are like you and me.
my dear, who are not so poor that we have
to go ragged, nor yet so rich that wo can
order our costumes regardless of expense,
We have sufficient means to enable us,
with a little economy, to be well and suitably dressed on all occasions, and stylishly
withal. But those fashion writers! They
fairly make my blood boil. When you are
in need of an everrng dress they will inform yon that a simple but pretty one can
be obtained by combined white Chinese
crape, embroidered in gold with white and
gold brocaded velvet, set off with a girdle
of pearls. That sounds tempting, doesn’t
it?
So you begin to figure: Crape, seven yards
at $4 Der yard. $28: velvet, two vards at

<5.50 per yard, $11; silk lining, $5; pearl
girdle, $12; findings, $3; total, $47, without
the making, and every cent you have in
the world is a $20 gold piece. You feel
ready to cry of course, and then you get
real mad and thrown the book on the floor
and stamp on it; and then you feel better.
You Ase superior to Dame Fashion and
her petty scribblers, and out of your own
fertile brain you evolve a gown that is as
lovely as a dream, and—you have $3.50 left
to buy a new pair of gloves and a box of
candy (the latter as a reward of merit to
yourself for being so economical).—Cor.
Detroit Tribune.
VFliat Research Shows.

HOME PEESSMAKING.
THE CORRECT EVENING WEAR FOR
YOUNG LADIES.
Some

Plain

and

Simple Rules Which

Will Be of Value—The Most Suitable
Sleeve for a Plump Arm—Some Pointer*
About Silk.

Tn making up the diaphanous material
now in vogue for evening wear for young
ladies, the dressmaker has but to bear in
mind the general rules given in this article
and those already set forth as to the proper
shape of the breadths of the foundation
skirt and the fit of the waist lining, which
is easily adapted to the making of low
necked dresses, as will be seen from the ac
companying diagrams, the dotted lines
showing how to cut away for a low necked
dress. The inside lining can be of jaconet
or lonsdale cambric, covered with surah or
other material, and this draped with mull
or chiffon or the material of which thq
dress is made.
To make a pattern for a V shaped Spen
cer waist the lining should be cut like the
model in every particular, only that it is
cut off at I lie waist line, or the front and
back brought to points. This is scarcely

needful, now that the pointed velvet belts
are in style, and they are too pretty to be
discarded soon. The fullness is all gath
ered at the bottom outside of the darts, and
at the top there is no neck size cut, and the
length is then carried to the top of the
shoulder and gathered. The front lining
should be sliced off at the neck and hemmed,
and all the rest treated as usual.
The gathers should be sewn in under a
belt, and this latter should have the lower
edges turned in and the skirt gathered
and sewn to that.
Where the skirt is to be quite full, which
is now the style for thin dresses, a lining
of silk or sateen, of the prevailing color, is
made and finished off and worn under.
The breadths to the outer dress are cut
straight, and the skirt should be quite five
yards around, a little longer in the back
and simply hemmed. A pretty finish is to
have a ruffle of the same thin goods, with
a still narrower and fuller one under that,
set on the under skirt. Ribbons can be
added if desired.
The neck can be finished in any manner,
but just now berthes of lace or chiffon or
of the dress material are used, and there is
practically no limit to the variety of trim
ming one can use for light dresses. Tulle
and crape, mull and India muslin are all
made about alike. Jabots of lace are
pretty, and are made by gathering lace
very full, giving it a shake and then fasteninu it as it naturally falls.. Never try to
make it fall as you like, but fasten it
where it falls itself, or you will lose the
effect.
Festoons and light effects are to be
sought for in thin materials.
The most suitable sleeve for a plump
arm is a simple fall of lace or the dress ma
terial. For a thin one a long bouffant ef
fect, open, if liked, at intervals on the upper
part of the arm, fastened w’ith tiny knots
of ribbon, or a sleeve can be a series of
puffs held in place by bracelet bands of
ribbon.
Wash gowns should always be made with
a view to their looking as well after wash
ing as before, and to that end the good
dressmaker should aim. Cotton goods,
whether zephyrs or sateens, should be plain
and neat, graceful in model and perfect in
fit. All cottons, except sateens, are pretty
with tucks or bias bands. Sateens require
more elaborate trimming, such as cuffs,
collars, etc., of velutina or lace.
Silks require a different treatment from
any other material, and if it is possible to
avoid it a hot iron should never be put on
silk. Black silks, the heavier and richer
kinds, like armure, peau de soie, faille and
grosgrain, should be made as plainly as
possible, their richness showing better
when little trimmed. Black silks, being
alike on both sides, cut to good advantage,
but as it is apt to fray the seams should be
rather deep. The waists can be cut after
the model waist and any trimming desired
added. Nothing is more suitable or ele
gant than beaded passementerie unless it
is a little real black thread lace; therefore
avoid cutting up the silk into ruffles and
broken bits. Let the skirt be plain, but
ample. Bind it with velvet, and, if desired,
add a narrow puff or rose plaiting around
the bottom. Pay more attention to the fit
and style than trimming. The richest
gowms are those made plain, but perfect.
Silk waists should never be quite as tight
as they could be, for the richer the silk the
worse is the habit it has of stretching at
the seams. All the light summer silks can
be made without these precautions, but
even they will not stand stretching.
To finish a handsome silk dress properly *
requires the utmost attention to details.
The waist seams should be bound with
lustring, the ease belt be nice, the loops
for hanging up be of ribbon and every
stitch set with precision. The finish of the
best dresses sent from abroad is about as
nice on the inside as on the outsicle, and
nearly all very handsome silks are lined
with black or colored glace silk.
The facing should be carefully made, ns
told before, and on the inside of that are
now set two or three narrow pinked ruffles
of glace silk, and beneath this again is a
balayeuse of black lace. When the lady
prefers her dress unlined there is a silk
•underskirt cut on the model lines and about
four inches shorter than the dress. This
has one 10-inch ruffle on the underside,
pinked, narrow plaited and hemmed, one
on the edge of the skirt and two to five nar
row pinked ones on the outside. Sometimes
these are alternately Spanish lace.
Velvet is not so much worn for dresses
as it was, yet there are many elderly ladies
who like it better than anything. The
same rules that hold good in the making
of fine silk gowns hold good in regard to
velvet. But in making velvet the seams
should be pressed, and it is done in this
wise:
A flat iron, pretty hot, is turned upside
down and held firmly in its place. A damp
tow'd is laid over it, and as the steam arises
the velvet, seam down and spread open, is
drawn over it, and is pressed so that the
seam is not visible. This is also good where
the nap is pressed down, or to make over
old velvet like new.
Olive Harper.

By the patient archmological research
carried on by one woman it has been
proved, for the gratification of all women,
that the bifurcated nether garment sup
posed to be specially distinctive of the mas
culine toilet rightly belongs to the femi
nine dress. The women of Judah, it seems,
were the first wearers of the garment in
bifurcated form, and man, perceiving the
convenience and comfort of this article of
dress evolved by the superior intelligence
of woman, appropriated the same for his
own use and doomed his womankind to
encumber their limbs with flowing robes,
which render it impossible for them tn
To clean papier mache articles, wash
cope with man in the useful avocations.— first in warm w^ter and soap, and polish
New York Sun.
, with sweet oil.

